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Collection F: Smoldering Tangerine-Pink Tulips 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 75 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7. 

There is something quite magical and compelling about the combination of tangerine 
and pink tulips. Here, we have paired smoldering mates for a prolonged bloom period: 
Triumph Tulips Apricot Beauty and Rosalie, Giant Darwin Hybrid Tulips Apricot 
Impression and Pink Impression, and Single Late Tulips Dordogne and Menton. Bulb 
size: 12 cm/up. Height: 18" to 26". 

50 Apricot Beauty:  Apricot-pink. 	 50 Menton:  Rose-pink, apricot edges. 

50 Apricot Impression: Tangerine-orange.  50 Pink Impression:  Soft pink to rose. 

50 Dordogne:  Tangerine-rose. 	 50 Rosalie:  Phlox to dark pink. 

300 Tulips for 	 (6051) $105.25 

Collection G: The Latest May Tulip Garden 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 75 SQUARE FEET. MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 3-8. 

These elegant, tall Temple of Beauty sports, known as Lefeber varieties, are among the 
latest tulips to bloom. They may be planted in individual drifts, or mixed together for a 
dreamy blend of pale yellow to currant-red. Other later-flowering tulips include Single 
Late Tulips Blushing Lady, Maureen and Menton, Green Tulip Greenland and Parrot 
Tulip Green Wave. Bulb size: 12 cm/up. Height: 28" to 32". 

50 Blushing Beauty:  Yellow and rose-red. 	50 Long Lady:  Pale yellow and pink. 

50 El Nino:  Variable yellow, orange, rose 	50 Temple of Beauty:  Deep salmon-rose. 
and red. 	 50 Temple's Favorite:  Nasturtium-orange. 

50 Hocus Pocus:  Yellow, flamed raspberry. 

300 Tulips for 	 (6062) $113.25 

Collection H: The Spring-Long Pink Tulip Celebration 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 75 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7. 

Celebrate spring's rebirth and the goodness of life with this collection of vibrant pink 
tulips that bloom from early to late spring. Here is the blooming sequence: Single Early 
Tulip Candy Prince, Triumph Tulip Rosalie, Giant Darwin Hybrid Tulip Pink 
Impression, Peony Flowering Tulip Pink Star, Green Tulip Greenland and Parrot Tulip 
Green Wave. Bulb size: 12 cm/up. Height: 14" to 22". 

50 Candy Prince:  Whisper-pink. 14". 	50 Pink Impression:  Soft empire-rose to 

50 Greenland: Old rose, green feathers. 20". 	deep neyron-rose. 20" to 22". 

50 Green Wave:  Mauve-pink, green flames. 
	50 Pink Star:  Magenta-rose, paler edges. 15". 

20". 	 50 Rosalie:  Pale to deep phlox-pink. 22". 

300 Tulips for 
	

(6066) $107.00 

While all Narcissi are deer-proof perennials, some are also terrific naturalizers. In 
Collections I, J and K, we have selected the best naturalizers—most of which have won 
prestigious awards for their substance, form and performance. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 

Collection I:  Naturalizing Large Cupped Narcissi 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 50 SQUARE FEET. APRIL FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7. BULB SIZE: 14/16 CM. 

50 Large Cupped Narcissus Flower 
	

50 Large Cupped Narcissus Ice 
Record: White, red-edged yellow cup. 	Follies:  White, yellow to white cup. 
18" to 20". 	 18" to 20". 

50 Large Cupped Narcissus Fortune: 50 Large Cupped Narcissus Salome: 
Yellow, red-edged marigold cup. 18" to 20". 	White, apricot-pink cup. 18" to 20". 

200 Narcissi for 	 (6073) $102.25 

Collection J:  The Month-of-Naturalizing-Narcissi Garden 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 50 SQUARE FEET. APRIL FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7. BULB SIZE: 14/16 CM. 

50 Trumpet Daffodil King Alfred: 
	

50 Cyclamineus Narcissus Tete a 
Vivid yellow. 18" to 20". Mid. 	 Tete:  Buttercup-yellow, darker yellow cup. 

50 Large Cupped Narcissus Pink 
	

6" to 7". Early. 

Charm: Ivory, Chinese-coral edged cup. 	50 Triandrus Narcissus Thalia: White. 
18" to 20". Mid. 	 16" to 18". Late. 

200 Narcissi for 	  (6095) $ 84.50 
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Collection F: Smoldering Thngerine-Pink Tulips
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 75 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING, HZ:3-7.

There is something quite magical and compelling about the combination of tangerine
and pink tulips. Here, we have paired smoldering mates for a prolonged bloom period:
Triumph Tulips Apricot Beauty and Rosalie, Giant Darwin Hybrid Tulips Apricot
Impression and Pink Impression, and Single Late Tulips Dordogne and Menton. Bulb
stze: 12 cm/up. Height: 18" to 26".

50 Apricot Beauty: Apricot-pink. 50 Menton: Rose-pink, apricot edges.

50 Apricot Impressionl Tangerine-orange. 50 Pink Impression: Soft pink to rose.

50 Dordogn€! Tangerine-rose. 50 Rosalie: Phiox to dark pink.

300Tulipsfor.... ....(6051) $105.25

Collection G: The Latest May Tulip Garden
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 75 SQUARE FEET. MAY FLOWERING. HZ:3.8.

These eiegant, tall Temple of Beauty sports, known as Lefeber varieties, are among the
latest tulips to bloom. They may be planted in individual drifts, or mixed together for a
dreamy blend of pale yellow to currant-red. Other later-flowering tulips include Single
Late Tulips Blushing Lady, Maureen and Menton, Green Tulip Greenland and Parrot
Tirlip Green Wave. Bulb size'. 12 cmlup. Height: 28" to 32* .

50 Blushing Beauty: Yellow and rose-red. 50 Long Lady: Pale ye1low and pink.

50 El Nino: Variable yellow, orange, rose

and red.

50 Hocus Pocus: Yellow, flamed raspberry.

50 Temple of Beauty: Deep salmon-rose.

50 Temple's Favorite: Nasturtium-orange.

300Tulipsfor.... ....(6062) $113.25

Collection H: The Spring-Long PinkTulip Celebration
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 75 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ:3.7.

Celebrate spring's rebirth and the goodness of life with this collection of vibrant pink
tulips that bloom from early to late spring. Here is the blooming sequence: Single Early
Tulip Candy Prince, Triumph Tulip Rosalie, Giant Darwin Hybrid Tulip Pink
Impression, Peony Flowering Tulip Pink Star, Green Tulip Greenland and Parrot Tulip
Green Wave. Bulb size: 12 cmlup. Height: 14' to 22" .

50 Candy Prince: Whisper-pink. 14". 50 Pink Impression! Soft empire-rose to

50 Greenland: Old rose, green feathers. 20". deep neyron-rose' 20" to 22" '

50 Green Wave. ,u,ru"-iint, green flames. 50 Pink Star: Magenta-rose, paler edges. 15"'

2O'. 50 Rosalie: Pale to deep phlox-pink. 22"'

300Tirlipsfor... .... (6066)$107.00

While all Narcissi are deer-proof perennials, some are also terrific naturalizers. In
Collections I, J and K, we have selected the best naturalizers-most of which have won
prestigious awards for their substance, form and performance. Bulb size: l4l16 cm.

Collectio n I: Naturalizing Large Cupp ed l{arcis si
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 50 SQUARE FEET. APRIL FLOV/ERING. HZ,:3-'7. BULB SIZE: 14116 CM.

50 Large Cupped Narcissus Flower 50 Large Cupped Narcissus Ice
Record: White, red-edged yellow cup. Follies: White, yellow to white cup.

18" to 20". 18" to 20u.

50 Large Cupped Narcissus Fortune: 50 Large Cupped Narcissus Salome:
Yellow, red-edged marigold cup. 18'to 20". White, apricot-pink cup. 18" to 20".

200Narcissi for.... ..(6073)$102.25

Collection J : The Month-of-Naturalizing-Narcis si Garden
ESTIMATED PLANTING ARIA: 50 SQUARE FEET. APRIL FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7 . BULB SIZE: 14116 CM.

50 Trumpet Daffodil KingAlfred: 50 Cyclamineus Narcissus T0te 6
Vivid yellow. 18" to 20". Mid. TGte: Buttercup-yellow, darker yellow cup.

50 Large Cupped Narcissus Pink 6" to7"'Eatly'
Charm: Ivory, Chinese-coral edged cup. 50 Triandrus Narcissus Thalia: write.
18" to 20". Mid. 16" to 18". Late.

200Narcissifor... ..(6095)$ 84.50
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Collection K: Late Flowering Fragrant Narcissi 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 50 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 4-7. 
Yearning for a late spring, fragrant Narcissus show? Bulb size: 14/16 cm. Height: 14" to 16". 

50 Double Narcissus Cheerfulness: 
	

50 Triandrus Narcissus Thalia:  White. 
Creamy-white, yellow flecks. 	 16" to 18". 

50 Poeticus Narcissus Pheasant's 	50 Double Narcissus Yellow 
Eye:  White, red-edged yellow cup with 	Cheerfulness:  Deep sulfur-yellow, 
green eye. 	 yellow-orange highlights. 

200 Narcissi for 	 (6107) $93.75 

Collection L: Fragrant Naturalizing Jonquilla Narcissi 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 50 SQUARE FEET. MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 5-9. 
All sweetly fragrant, these Jonquilla Narcissi each bear two to six small cupped flowers with 
slender, almost grass-like, foliage. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. Height: 12" to 16". 

50 Narcissus Hillstar:  Lemon-yellow, 	50 Narcissus Sweet Love:  Ivory-white, 
ivory-white cup. 	 butter-yellow to ivory cup. 

50 Narcissus Kedron:  Pale amber- to 	50 Narcissus Sweet Smiles:  White, 
apricot-yellow, orange cup. 	 yellow to pink cup. 

200 Narcissi for 	 (6118) $67.25 

Collection M: Perfect Naturalizing Narcissus Mates 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 25 SQUARE FEET. APRIL FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7. 
There is something divine about the elegance of two perfectly matched varieties that may be 
planted in side-by-side clusters, or mixed together in a stunning blend. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 
Height: 18" to 20". 

50 Trumpet Daffodil King Alfred: 	50 Large Cupped Narcissus Ice 
Vivid yellow. 	 Follies: White, yellow to white cup. 

100 Narcissi for 	  (6129) $47.50 

Collection N: Large Cupped Apricot and Pink Narcissi 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 25 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7. 
These Large Cupped Narcissi have ivory petals and apricot to horticultural pink cups or rims. 
Plant in filtered sunlight for the best coloration. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. Height: 14" to 20". 

25 Narcissus Chromacolor:  White, 	25 Narcissus Pink Charm:  White, pink- 
coral-pink cup. 14" to 16". 	 edged cup. 18" to 20". 

25 Narcissus Passionale:  White, yellow- 
	25 Narcissus Salome:  White, apricot-pink 

pink cup. 18" to 20". 	 cup. 18" to 20". 

100 Narcissi for 	  (6130) $68.75 

Collection 0: Fragrant Narcissi 
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 25 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 5-7. 
Plant drifts of these intoxicating beauties where you'll be able to enjoy their delightful 
bouquets. Bulb size: DNII (variable by variety). Height: 14" to 16". 

25 Double Narcissus Bridal Crown: 
	

25 Poeticus Narcissus Pheasant's Eye: 
Ivory, saffron-yellow cup. 	 White, red-edged yellow cup with green eye. 

25 Tazetta Narcissus Golden Dawn: 
	

25 Jonquilla Narcissus Sweet Love: 
Greenish-yellow, orange cup. 	 Ivory, buttercup-yellow cup. 

100 Narcissi for 	 (6137) $42.75 

Horticultural Zone Information (HZ) 
Your USDA horticultural zone (HZ) is on the order form and the back cover so you may 
select varieties safe for your climate. Contact a good local horticulturist with questions 
about your zone due to elevation or proximity to water, or about precooling bulbs. 

HZ Average Annual Extreme Minimum Temperatures 
Zone Temp (°F) Zone Temp (°F) Zone Temp (°F) Zone Temp (°F) Zone Temp (°F) 
la: -60° to -55° 4a: -30° to -25° 7a: 	0° to 5° 10a: 30° to 35° 13a: 60° to 65° 
lb: -55° to -50°  4b:  -25° to -20°  7b: 	5° to 10°  10b: 35° to 40°  13b:  65° to 70° 
2a: -50° to -45° 5a:  -20° to -15°  8a:  10° to 15° lla: 40° to 45° 
2b: -45° to -40° 5b: -15° to -10° 8b: 15° to 20° lib: 45° to 50° 
3a: -40° to -35° 6a: -10° to - 5° 9a: 20° to 25° 12a: 50° to 55° 
3b: -35° to -30° 6b: - 5° to 0° 9b: 25° to 30° 12b: 55° to 60° rA 
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Collection K: Late Flowering Fragrant lVarcissi
ESTIM.{TED PLANTING AREA: 50 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 4-j.
Yearning for a late spring, fragrant Narcissus show? Buib size: 14116 cm. Height: 14" to 16".

200Narcissifor... ...(6107)$93.75

Collection L: Fragrant Naturalizing Jonquilla Narcis si
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 50 SQUARE FEET. MAY FLOWERING. HZ: 5-9.

A11 sweetly fragratt, these Jonquilla Narcissi each bear two to six small cupped flowers with
slender, almost grass-like, foliage. Bulb size: l2ll4 cm. Height: 12,' to l6n.'

50 Double Narcissus Cheerfulness:
Creamy-white, yellow flecks.

50 Poeticus Narcissus Pheasant's
EVe: White, red-edged yellow cup r,r,ith

green eye.

50 Narcissus Hillstar: Lemon-yetlorv,
ivory-white cup.

50 Narcissus Kedron: Paie amber- to
apricot-ye1low, orange cup.

25 Narcissus Chromacolor: white,
coral-pink cup. 14" to 16".

50 Triandrus Narcissus Thalia: wnite
16" to 18".

50 Double Narcissus Yellow
Ch eerfulness : Deep sul fur-yellow,
yellorv-orange highli ghts.

50 Narcissus Sweet Love: Ivory-r.vhite,
butter-ye1low to ivory cup.

50 Narcissus Sweet Smiles: white.
ye11ow to pink cup.

2O0Narcissi for. . .. ..(6118) $67.25

Collection M: Perfect lt{aturalizing Narcissus Mates
ESTIMATED PLANTINGAREA: 25 SQUARE FEET. APRIL FLOWERING. HZ: 3-7.

There is something divine about the elegance of two perfectly matched varieties that may be
planted in side-by-side clusters, or mixed together in a stunning blend. Bulb size: l4ll6-cm.
Height: 18" to 20".

50 Trumpet Daffodil KingAlfred:
Vivid yellow.

l00Narcissifor... ...(6129) S47.50

Collection N: Large Cupped Apricot and Pink l{arcissi
ESTIMATED PLANTING AREA: 25 SQUARE FEET- APRIL/MAY FLOWERING.HZ:3-7.

These Large Cupped Narcissi have ivory petals and apricot to horticultural pink cups or rims.
Plant in filtered sunlight for the best coloration. Bulb size 14116 cm. Height: 14" to 20".

50 Large Cupped Narcissus lce
Follies: white. yellow ro white cup

25 Narcissus Pink Charm: white, pink-
edged cup. 1 8" to 20".

25 Narcissus Passionale: white, yellow- 25 Narcissus Salome: White, apricot-pink
pinkcup.18"to20". cup.18"to20".

l00Narcissifor... ...(6130)$68.75

Collection O: Fragrant Narcissi
ESTIMATED PLANTINGAREA: 25 SQUARE FEET. APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. HZ-.5-7.

Plant drifts of these intoxicating beauties where you'lI be able to enjoy their delightfut
bouquets. Bulb size: DNII (variable by variety). Height: 14" to 16".

25 Double Narcissus Bridal Crown: 25 Poeticus Narcissus Pheasant,s Eye:
Ivory saffron-yellow cup. White, red-edged yellow cup with green eye.

25Tazetta Narcissus Golden Dawn: 25 Jonquilla Narcissus Sweet Love:
Greenish-yellow, orange cup. Ivory, buttercup-yellow cup.

l00Narcissifor... ...(6137)$42.15

Horticult ar al Zone Information (HZ)
Your USDA horticultural zone ff12) is on the order form and the back cover so you may
select varieties safe for your climate. Contact a good local horticulturist with questions
about your zone due to elevation or proximity to wate! or about precooling bulbs.

HZ Average Annual Extreme Minimum Temperatures
Zone Temp (oF) Zone Temp ("F) Zone Temp (oF) Zone Temp (oF) Zone Temp (oF)
1a: -60" to -55o 4a: -30o to -25" 7a. 0" to 5o 10a: 30" to 35. l3al. 60. to 65"
1b: -55" to -50o 4b: -25o to -20" 7b: 5o to 10o 10tr: 35o to 40o 13b: 65o to 70"
2a: -50'to -45o 5a: -20o to -15' 8a: 10o to 15" 11a: 40" to 45o

2b: -45" to -40o 5b: -15o to -10o 8b: 15o to 20" 11b: 45o to 50"
3a: -40" to -35" 6a: -10o to - 5o 9a: 20" to25" l2a:. 50o to 55o

3Lr: -35o to -30' 6b: - 5o to 0o 9b: 25'to 30o 12b: 55o to 60o
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Narcissi 
Trumpet Daffodils 

APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

For centuries, Trumpet Daffodils, also referred to as Long Cupped Narcissi, have been 
the most popular of all Narcissi for bold, impactful display and naturalizing. They are 
classified by their trumpet-shaped cups that are as long as, if not longer than, the length 
of their perianth segments (petals). The individual characteristics of each variety are 
unique, however subtle. Cups vary from trumpet to cylindrical to funnel shapes, with 
edges that are straight, flanged or rolled and rims that are wavy, frilled, lobed or smooth. 
The shape of the perianth segments determines the overall form of each flower: 
as a result, some are more star-shaped or round, while others appear more like double 
triangles. Perianths may be reflexed, inflexed or spreading. 

Varieties with pink cups should be grown in areas of filtered sunlight so their light 
salmon, apricot-pink, coral or soft old rose cups can be protected from direct sunlight 
that would bleach out their pinkness. Bulb size: DNII. Most varieties yield a top size 
DNII bulb that is 14/16 cm in circumference. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7. 
Royal Horticultural Society Division 1. Height: 18" to 20". 

Arkle: One of the best yellow Trumpets available, Arkle has a huge, 5" golden-yellow flower with a 
perfectly formed, flouncy perianth and a long, cylindrical cup with a flanged and wavy edge. A 
member of J. Lionel Richardson's Race Horse Series, this award-winner was registered in 1968. 
	 (8025) 50/$31.75 100/$ 60.75 	500/$279.00 1,000/$ 509.00 

British Gamble:  The gigantic, outward-facing flower opens with a perfect ivory perianth and a 
spectacular pale lemon trumpet with a thick apricot-pink edge. The flower petals mature to sparkling 
white, while the flanged, frilly trumpet turns pale apricot-pink with a darker edge, and then to 
buff-cream with a pale apricot-pink edge. Limited supply. 
	 (8050) 50/5 48.00 	100/$ 92.25 	500/$ 423.50 

Classic Garden: A 2013 American hybrid, Classic Garden has substantive, 3%" brilliant yellow 
flowers with a ribbed, funnel-shaped, beaming orange trumpet and a flared and wavy mouth. With 
Glen Clova as a parent, it's known to be more sunproof than most bicolors. Limited supply. Bulb size: 
12/14 cm. 16" to 18". 	 (8074) 501$ 33.00 	100/$ 63.00 	500/$ 290.00 

Creation: New! Hybridized by Grant Mitsch, Creation has 41/1" wide, glistening white flowers with 
well-overlapping petals and a long, cylindrical trumpet with a flanged and slightly ripply edge. Early 
to mid-season flowering.  Limited supply.  18". 
	 (8079) 50/$ 50.25 	100/$ 96.25 	500/$ 442.75 

Goblet: This award-winning 1952 bicolor has a partially overlapping, glistening white perianth and 
a ruffled golden-yellow trumpet that pales to lemon-yellow as it matures. 16" to 18". 
	 (8164) 50/$28.00 100/$ 53.75 	500/$247.25 1,000/5 451.50 

Las Vegas:  New!  It has a huge, outward-facing, 6"-wide flower with a perianth that opens creamy-white 
and matures to ivory-white with a yellow halo around its magnificent buttercup-yellow trumpet. The 
enormous, ornate trumpet is funnel-shaped with a frilly, rolled rim. Registered in 1981, Las Vegas is a 

	

landscaping classic. . .  .(8290) 50/$39.50 100/$ 75.50 	500/$362.25 1,000/$ 661.75 
Marieke:  A 1986 Konijnenburg & Mark hybrid out of Golden Harvest, she has a huge, upward-

facing flower with a brilliant yellow perianth and a darker yellow trumpet. A good forcer. Bulb size: 
15/17 cm. 	(8321) 100/$71.25 500/$341.25 1,000/$654.25 5,000/$2,986.25 

King Alfred Daffodils! 
The legendary Trumpet Daffodil King Alfred, so registered in Great Britain in the 
1890s, set the platinum standard by which all golden-yellow Trumpet Daffodils have 
been judged since. Sadly, it's not been grown commercially for some time now. Each 
year, we offer you the best-of-the-best King Alfred look-alikes based on vivid yellow 
color, strong substance, classic form, health and superb naturalizing capability. 

King Alfred Jumbo:  Bright yellow. DNI Bulb size: 18 cm. 
	 (8278) 100/$ 71.75 	500/$344.25 1,000/$ 630.75 

King Alfred Double-Nose: Bright yellow. DNII Bulb size: 15/17 cm. 
	(8289) 100/$60.50 	500/$290.00 1,000/$555.75 5,000/$2,537.75 

King Alfred II Landscape Size:  With the given name of Melvin City, we decided to 
take the liberty of referring to it as King Alfred II due to its brilliant golden-yellow flowers 
with the same classic shape and strength as the original. Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8835)  250/$67.00 1,000/5257.25 2,500/$616.50 5,000/51,125.25 

(More  Trumpet Daffodils  on page 20) 
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Narcissi
Trumpet Daffodils

APRIL FLOV/ERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UI'{LESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

For centuries, Trumpet Daffodils, also referred to as Long Cupped Narcissi, have been
the most popular of all Narcissi for bol4 impactful display and naturalizing. They are
classified by their trumpet-shaped cups that are as long as, if not longer than, the length
of their perianth segments (petals). The individual charucteristics of each variety are
unique, however subtle. Cups vary from trumpet to cylindrical to funnel shapes, with
edges that are straight, flanged or rolled and rims that are wavy, frille( lobed or smooth.
Thi shape of the perianth segments determines the overall form of each flower:
ur u .esrrlt, some are more star-shaped or round, while others appear more like double
triangles. Perianths may be reflexed inflexed or spreading'

Varieties with pink cups should be grown in areas of filtered sunlight so their light
salmon, apricot-pink, coral or soft old rose cups can be protected from direct sunlight
that would bleach out their pinkness. Bulb size: DNII. Most varieties yield a top size
DNII bulb that is l4l16 cm in circumference. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apatt. HZ: 3-7 .

Royal Horticultural Society Division l. Height: 18" to 20".

Arkle: One of the best yellow Trumpets available, Arkle has a huge, 5" golden-yellow flower with a
perfectly formed, flouncy perianth and a long, cylindrical cup with a flanged and wavy edge. A
membeiof J. Lionel Richardson's Race Horse Series, this award-winner was registered in 1968.

nirir.r, c;;;i;, il;t:,H)",'"'J##",i:'#-::J;,,;ff'"t'J'il:',#?3lt*,i'i;33
spectacular pale lemon trumpet with a thick apricot-pink edge. The flower petals mature to sparkling
white, whiG the flanged, fiilly trumpet turns pale apricot-pink with a darker edge, and then to
buff-cream with a pale apricot-pink edge. Limited supply.

c;;;i; c;;;, o ^i o...'.,; 
'\}li?J3ll 

:l.33" 
'"J3gH:"':""ffi'Ji'1ii3flowers with a ribbe( funnel-shaped, beaming orange trumpet and a flared and wavy mouth. With

Glen Clova as a parent, it's known to be more sunproof than most bicolors. Limited suyp!:F4b^1i1":
t214cm.16"to 18". ....(8074) 5Ol$ ::.OO 100/$ 63.00 500/$ 290.00

Creation: New! Hybidized by Grant Mitsch, Creation has 4Yo" wide, glistening white flowers with
well-overlapping petals and a long, cylindrical trumpet with a flanged and slightly ripply edge. Early
to mid-season flowering. Limited supply. 18".

. .-.-. .1AOZ9; s0/$ s0.2s 100/$ 96.25 s00l$ 442.7s
Goblet: This award-winning 1952 bicolor has a partially overlapping, glistening white perianth and

a rufiled golden-yellow trumpet that pales to lemon-yellow as it mature,s.- 16" to 18".
......(8164) s07$28.00 100/$ s3.7s s00l$247.25 1,000/$ 451.s0

Las Vegas: Newl It has a huge, outward-facing, 6"-wide flower with a perianth that opens creamy-white
and malures to ivory-white with a yetlow halo around its magnificent buttercup-yellow trumpet. The
enornous, ornate trumpet is funnel-shaped with a frilly, rolled rim. Registered in 1981, Las Vegas is a
landscapingclassic. .. .(8290) 50/$39.50 100/$ 75.50 5001s362.25 1,000/$ 661.75

Marieke: A 1986 Konijnenburg & Mark hybrid out of Golden Harvest, she has a huge, upward-
facing flower with a brilliant yellow perianth and a darker yellow tryrygel.} good forcer. Eulb^ giz-e,

t5ni cm. . .(83i1) 1007$71.25 5001$341.25 1,0001$654.25 5,000/$2,986.25

King Alfred Daffodils!
legendary Trumpet Daffodil King Alfred, so registered in Great Britain in the

1890s, set the platinum standard by which all golden-yellow Trumpet Daffodils have
been judged since. Sadly, it's not been grown commercially for some time now. Each
year, we offer you the best-of-the-best King Alfred look-alikes based on vivid yellow
color, strong substance, classic form, health and superb naturalizing capability.

King Alfred Jumbo: Bright yellow. DNI Bulb size: I 8 cm.
. ..-. ..(gzzs) 100/$ 71.7s s00l$.344.2s 1,000/$ 630.7s

KingAlfred Double-Nose: Brightyellow. DNII Bulb size: 15/17 cm.
...:........(8289) 100/$60.50 500/$290.00 1,000/$555.75 5,0001$2,537.75

King Alfred II Landscape Size: with the given name of Melvin City, we decided to
take the liberty of referring to it as King Alfred 11 due to its brilliant golden-yellow flowers
with the same classic shape and strength as the original. Bulb size: SP 12114 cm.

.. . . . .(8335) 2a0l$,67.00 1,000/$257.25 2,500/$616.50 5,000/$7,125.25

(More Trumpet Daffodils on page 20)
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More Trumpet Daffodils! 
Mount Hood: Circa 1930, this award-winning, 4" white heirloom opens with a yellow trumpet 

that gradually turns glistening ivory-white as the long-lasting blooms mature. 
	 (8340) 100/$ 67.50 	500/$322.75 1,000/$617.75 5,000/$2,948.25 

Mount Hood Landscape Size:  Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8837) 250/$105.75 1,000/$406.25 2,500/$972.75 5,000/$1,776.75 

Pistachio:  This enigmatic beauty has a perfectly formed, soft greenish-yellow perianth and a 
creamy-white trumpet with a flanged and wavy rim of bright lemon-yellow. Standing at just 13" to 
16" tall, this W. F. Leenen hybrid was registered in 2004. 
	 (8404) 50/$ 47.50 	100/$ 91.25 	5001$ 399.75 

Rijnveld's Early Sensation:  A brilliant F. Herbert Chapman hybrid circa 1943, this award-winning 
early bloomer has a 3" golden-yellow flower with a star-shaped perianth and a funnel-shaped cup 
with an expanded, flanged and wavy mouth. The earliest of the Trumpets to bloom by two weeks, it 
stands up to surprise snowfalls. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 14". 
	 (8417) 100/$ 50.00 	500/$240.00 1,000/$441.75 5,000/$2,016.00 

Sabatini:  New! Of perfect form and substance like its parent, N. Primeur, Sabatini has a large, 
414"-wide flower with a brilliant greenish-yellow perianth and a long, rather straight, greenish-yellow 
trumpet. Hybridized by C.A. van der Wereld and registered in 2014, sweetly-scented Sabatini 
develops a prominent white halo around the base of its funnel-shaped, frilly trumpet as it matures. 
16". 	 (8440) 50/$ 51.50 	100/$ 99.25 	5005 454.00 

Strong Gold:  This Karel van der Veek hybrid is a cross of Trumpet Daffodil Primeur and Large 
Cupped Narcissus Camelot. Of perfect form and substance, it has a gently ribbed, well-overlapping, 
golden-yellow perianth and a darker, funnel-shaped trumpet. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16" to 18". 
	 (8498) 50/5 37.75 	100/$ 72.75 	5001$ 333.75 

Tazetta Narcissi 
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 100, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

A vigorous, freely flowering strain sometimes called Polyanthus Narcissi, each bulb 
bears four to eight clustered flowers on multiple stems. Very fragrant, they are ideal for 
southern areas and good farther north with winter protection. These wonderfully dainty 
flowers are known to be very good forcers. Bulb size: DNII. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" 
apart. HZ: 5-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 8. Height: 7" to 18". 

Avalanche:  The Seventeen Sisters yields cascades of dollish 1" blooms. A naturalizing 1906 
heirloom, it has a creamy-white perianth and a bowl-shaped, greenish-yellow cup. Bulb size: 15/17 
cm.. HZ: 6-9. 16" to 18". 	(8027) 50/$ 35.00 	100/$ 67.25 	500/$ 308.75 

Cragford:  Circa 1930, this award-winner has icy-white petals with a warm yellow halo and a bowl-
shaped, bright orange cup with a green center. Bulb size: 14 cm/up. 16" to 18". 
	 (8078) 100/$ 40.25 	500/$193.00 1,000/$ 353.75 

Falconet:  This bold beauty has a yellow perianth and an orange crown with up to eight florets per 

	

stem. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 12" to 14". (8123) 100/$ 27.75 	500/$132.50 1,000/$ 243.75 
Geranium Landscape Size:  Sweetly fragrant with up to six 2" flowers per stem, this award-

winning heirloom has a white perianth and a shallow, bowl-shaped, yellowish-orange cup that is just 
slightly ribbed. April/May. Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 16". 
	 (8822) 2501$ 89.25 1,000/$342.75 2,500/$821.75 5,000/$1,500.75 

Golden Dawn:  This award-winner is brilliant greenish-yellow with white highlights and a bowl-
shaped cup of deep orange. Late flowering. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 16". 
	 (8166) 100/$ 30.75 	500/$147.00 1,000/$ 270.25 

Minnow:  This miniature is a white-to-ivory-to-pale yellow beauty with a yellow cup, bearing four 
to five clustered flowers per stem. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 7" to 8". 
	 (8327) 1001$ 20.00 	500/$ 96.25 1,000/$ 177.00 

Silver Chimes:  Circa 1914, this award-winner may produce up to eight exquisite flowers per stem 
with a silvery-white perianth and a soft primrose-yellow cup. Late flowering. Bulb size: 15 cm/up. 
HZ: 6-9. 16" to 18". 	(8469) 50/$ 40.75 	100/$ 78.50 	500/$ 360.25 

Customer Service 
We would like to serve you as a trusted gardening resource, as you assist your own 
clients. We can provide you with copies of prior orders, recommendations by site criteria 
and quotations on individual varieties in excess of published pricing. We can pack your 
order by client or planting site. We can schedule shipments by designated week. Orders 
over $1,000 may also be prepared for scheduled pickup with your own truck to avoid 
shipping charges. We never substitute name varieties, bulb size or quality. Nothing ever 
takes the place of a personal phone call. Call us at (860) 567-8734, Monday through 
Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time for personal assistance. 

Van Engelen Inc. Fax: (860) 567-5323 Website: www.vanengelen.com  
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More Trumpet Daffodils!
Mount Hood: Circa 1930, this award-winning,4" white heirloom opens with a yellow trumpet

that gradually turns glistening ivory-white as the long-lasting blooms mitu.e.
. . . .(8340) 100/$ 67.s0 s00t$.322.75 1,000t$617.75 s,000t92,948.2s

Mount Hood Landscape Size: Bulb size: Sp t2l14 cm.
. . . .(8837) 250/$105.75 1,000/fi406.25 2,500t$972.75 5,000/$t,775.75

Pistachio: This enigmatic beauty has a perfectly formed, soft greenish-yellow perianth and a

9t_93m_Y-u1hit9 trumpet with a flanged and wavy rim of bright lemon-yellow-StanAmg at just 13" to
16" tall, this W. F. Leenen hybrid was registered in2004.

. . . . .(8404) s0/$ 47.s0 100/$ 91.2s s00/$ 399.7s
Rijnveld's E$Iy S-ensation: A brilliant E Herbert Chapman hybrid circa 1943, this award-winning

early bloomer lru.t 1 3" golden-yellow flower with a star-shaped perianth and a funnel-shaped cui
with_an expanded flanged and wavy mouth. The earliest of the Trumpets to bloom by two weeks, it
stands up to surprise snowfalls. Bulb size: 12114 cm. 14,,.

. . . .(8411) 100/$ 50.00 500/$240.00 1,000t$441.75 5,000/$2,016.00
Sab-atini:,lrrewl Of perfect form and substance like its parent, N. Primeur, Sabatini has a large,

4%"-wide flower with a brilliant greenish-yel1ow perianth and a long, rather straight, greenish-yellow
trumpet. Hybridized by C.A. van der Wereld and registered in 2014, sweetly-sCented Sibatini
develops a prominent white halo around the base of its funnel-shaped, frilly trumpet as it matures.
16". . . . . .(8440) 50/$ s1.50 100/$ 99.25 500/$ 454.00

Strong_ Gold: fnis Karel van der Veek hybrid is a cross of Trumpet Daffodit Primeur and Large
Cupped Narcissus Camelot. Of perfect form and substance, it has a gently ribbed, welt-overlapping,
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Tazetta Narcissi

APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 1OO, TINLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

A vigorous, freely flowering strain sometimes called Polyanthus Narcissi, each bulb
bears four to eight clustered flowers on multiple stems. Very fragrant, they are ideal for
southern areas and good farther north with winter protection. These wonderfully dainty
flowers are known to be very good forcers. Bulb size: DNII. plant 6" to 8' deep and 6l'
apart. HZ: 5-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 8. Height: 7,' to 18".

Avalanche: "fhe Seventeen Slslers yields cascades of dollish 1" blooms. A naturalizing 1906
heirloom, it has a creamy-white perianth and a bowl-shaped, greenish-yellow cup. Bulb size: 15/17
cm..HZ:6-9. 16"to 18". ..(8027) 50/$ 35.00 l00l$ 6i.25 500/$ 308.75

Cragford: Circa 1930, this award-winner has icy-white petals with a warm yellow halo and a bowl-
shaped, bright orange cup with a green center. Bulb size.. 14 cm/up. 16" to 18".

. . . . .(8078) 100/$ 40.25 s00i$193.00 1,000/$ 3s3.75
Falconet: This bold beauty has a yellow perianth and an orange crown with up to eight florets per

stem. Bulb size: t2lt4 cm.72" to 14". (8123) l00l$ 27.75 500/$132.50 1,000/$ 24335
Geranium Landscape Size: Sweetly fragrant with up to six 2" flowers per stem, this award-

winning heirloom has a white perianth and a shallow, bowl-shaped, yellowish-orange cup that is just
slightly ribbed. April/May. Bulb size: SP 121t4 cm. 16,,.

. . . .(8822)250/$ 89.25 t,000t$342.75 2,s00t$821.7s 5,000/$1,500.75
Golden Dawn: This award-winner is brilliant greenish-ye11ow with white highlights and a bowl-

shaped cup of deep orange. Late flowering. Bulb size: l4lt6 cm. 16,, .

. . . . .(8166) r00/$ 30.75 s00/$147.00 1,000/$ 270.2s
Minnow: This miniature is a white-to-ivory-to-pa1e yellow beauty with a yellow cup, bearing four

to five clustered flowers per stem. Bulb size: 12114 cm.7" to 8,'.
. . . . .(8327) 100/$ 20.00 500t$ 96.25 1,000/$ 177.00

Silver Chimes: Ctca l914,this award-winner may produce up to eight exquisite flowers per stem
with a silvery-white perianth and a soft primrose-yellow cup. Late flowering. Bulb size: 15 cm/up.
HZ:6-e.16" to 18". . . . . .(8469) 50t$ 40.75 100/$ 78.i0 500/$ 360.i5

Customer Service
we would like to serve you as a trusted gardening resource, as you assist your own
clients. We can provide you with copies of prior orders, recommendations by site criteria
and quotations on individual varieties in excess of published pricing. we can pack your
order by client or planting site. we can schedule shipments by designated week. orders
over $1,000 may also be prepared for scheduled pickup with your own truck to avoid
shipping charges. we never substitute name varieties, bulb size or quality. Nothing ever
takes the place of a personal phone call. call us at (860) 567-8734, Monday through
Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastem Standard rime for personal assistance.
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Large Cupped Narcissi 
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Among the most valuable and widely used Narcissi in the world, these substantial, 
perennializing Narcissi are classified by their large cups that are more than one-third, but 
less than the length of their perianth segments (petals). Varieties with pink cups feature 
shades of light salmon, apricot-pink, coral or soft old rose. They should be grown in 
filtered sunlight to protect their delicate coloration from direct sunlight. Bulb size: DNII. 
Most varieties yield a top size bulb that is 14/16 cm in circumference. Plant 6" to 8" deep 
and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7. Royal Horticultural Society Division 2. Height: 18" to 20". 

Accent:  This sunproof, award-winning naturalizer has a 4" ivory perianth and a funnel-shaped, frilled cup 

	

of light salmon-pink to salmon-rose. . . . .(8002) 1005 49.00 	500/$239.75 1,000/$430.00 
Altun Ha:  Hybridized by Englishman John Pearson in 1987, this prized Camelot and Daydream 

cross, sister to Avalon, opens brilliant greenish-yellow with a white halo around its cup base and a 
funnel-shaped, lemon-yellow cup. Its well-overlapping perianth matures to deeper greenish-yellow 
surrounding a white cup variably accented with a chartreuse flushes and/or a greenish-yellow cup 
rim.  Limited supply. 18". 	(8018) 50/$ 45.25 	100/$ 86.75 	500/$397.75 

Archetype:  New! Of perfect form and substance, Archetype has a well-overlapping pale lemon-
yellow perianth with attractive midribs and a cylindrical, darker golden-yellow cup with a slightly 
frilly, ribbed mouth edge. This brand new Karel van der Veek hybrid is the perfect yellow-on-yellow 
narcissus. Limited supply. 18". 	(8024) 50/$ 48.00 	100/$ 92.25 	500/$423.75 

Audubon:  This Grant Mitsch hybrid has a flawless, well-overlapping, 4" ivory perianth and a 
delicate, bowl-shaped cup of creamy-white with a slightly frilled, deep coral-pink rim. 16" to 18". 
	 (8026) 50/$ 49.25 	100/$ 94.50 	500/$434.75 

Avalon:  A gorgeous cross between Camelot and Daydream, it has a cylindrical cup that opens 
brilliant yellow and matures to milky-white with a beaming lemon perianth and a veiled white base. 
Late April. 16". 	 (8030) 50/$ 32.75 	100/$ 62.75 	500/$287.00 

Bantam:  This award-winning English hybrid has a flawless, well-overlapping, recurved greenish-
yellow perianth and a 2" bowl-shaped sulfur-yellow cup with a frilly orange-edged rim. Later flowering. 
	 (8037) 50/$ 36.75 	100/$ 70.25 	500/$321.50 

• Brackenhurst: An award-winning 1977 sport of Ceylon, this sunproof 4" Narcissus has a well-
overlapping yellow perianth and a bowl-shaped reddish-orange cup. Early April. Limited supply. 16". 
	 (8046) 50/$ 32.75 	100/$ 62.75 	500/$287.25 

▪ California Landscape Size:  Pentewan. Circa 1927, this award-winning heirloom has a 31/2" 
deep greenish-yellow perianth and a cylindrical, darker yellow cup. Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8805) 2501$ 60.50 1,000/$231.75 2,500/5554.75 5,000/5994.25 

Camelot: Late flowering, this long-lasting award-winner is bright golden-yellow with a perfectly 
formed perianth and a huge, funnel-shaped cup. Limited supply. 16" to 18". 
	 (8054) 50/$ 34.25 	100/$ 65.50 	500/$301.00 

Ceylon:  Perfectly formed, this upward-facing, sunproof naturalizer has a brilliant 4" buttercup-
yellow perianth around a funnel-shaped orange-scarlet cup with a pale golden base. Bulb size: 12/14 
cm. 16" 	 (8062) 50/$ 28.00 	100/$ 53.75 	500/$247.25 

Chromacolor:  This award-winning dazzler has a 5" sparkling white perianth with an intense coral- 
pink cup. 14" to 16". 	 (8071) 50/$ 33.00 	100/$ 63.25 	500/$291.00 

Coral Light:  This A. N. Kanouse hybrid has a 4" white perianth around an exquisite bowl-shaped, 
yellow cup banded in coral-pink with a luminous green eye that matures to pale coral-pink with a 
darker cup edge.  Limited supply. 18". 	(8077) 50/$ 51.25 	100/$ 98.25 	500/$451.50 

Decoy: Another prized Grant Mitsch hybrid, this Cool Flame offspring has a 3W' ivory-white 
perianth with a short, funnel-shaped deep rose-red cup. Late April. 14" to 16". 
	 (8080) 50/$ 30.75 	100/$ 59.00 	500/$271.50 

Delibes: This award-winner has 4" flowers with overlapping golden-yellow petals and a shallow 
bowl-shaped crown of lemon-yellow with a broad orange rim. 
	 (8088) 50/$ 35.75 	100/$ 65.75 	500/$299.75 

• Faith:  Named in honor of Faith Ohms, this magnificent, outward-facing award-winner has bright white 
petals framing a vivid salmon-pink trumpet with a rolled rim, a green-yellow eye and a darker, apricot- 
pink halo. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16". 	(8121) 50/$ 37.75 	100/5 72.50 	500/$333.00 

Ferris Wheel:  This substantive Huijg hybrid has fragrant 4'/2" sunproof flowers. The greenish- 
: yellow perianth encircles a huge bowl-shaped, ribbed and frilled, yellow-orange cup. Limited supply. 
	 (8133) 501$ 53.25 	100/$102.50 	500/$469.75 

(More  Large Cupped Narcissi on page 22) 
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Large Cupped Narcissi
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Among the most valuable and widely used Narcissi in the world, these substantial,
perennializing Narcissi are classified by their large cups that are more than one-third but
less than the length of their perianth segments (petals). Varieties with pink cups feature
shades of light salmon, apricot-pink, coral or soft old rose. They should be grown in
filtered sunlight to protect their delicate coloration from direct sunlight. Bulb size: DNII.
Most varieties yield a top size bulb that is 14116 cm in circumference. Plant 6" to 8" deep
and 6" apart. HZ:3-7. Royal Horticultural Society Division 2. Height: 18" to 20".

Accent: This sunproof, award-winning naturalizer has a 4" ivory perianth and a funnel-shaped [-lt]9{ cyq
of light salmon-pink to salmon-rose. . . . .(8002) 100/$ 49.00 5001$239 .15 1 ,000/$430.00

Altun Ha: Hybridized by Englishman John Pearson in 1987, this prized Camelot and Daydream
cross, sister toAvalon, opens brilliant greenish-yellow with a white halo around its cup base and a

funnel-shape{ lemon-yellow cup. Its well-overlapping perianth matures to deeper greenish-yellow
surrounding a white cup variably accented with a chartreuse flushes and/or a gleenish-yellow_cup
im. Limitei supply. t8'i. . . . . . . . . .(8018) 501$ 45.25 100/$ 86.75 5001$397.75

ArChetype: lfewl Of perfect form and substance, Archetype has a well-overlapping pale lemon-
yellow p6rianth with attractive midribs and a cylindrical, darker golden-yeliow cup with a slightly
irilly, ribbed mouth edge. This brand new Karel van der Veek hybrid is the pe{gct yellow:91-.y^ell9Y
,rur.irrrrr. Limitedsupily.l8". .....(8024) 50/$ 48.00 1001$ 92.25 5001$423.75

Audubon: This Grant Mitsch hybrid has a flawless, well-overlapping, 4" ivory perianth and a

delicate, bowl-shaped cup of creamy-white with a slightly frilled, deep coral-pink rim. 16" to 18".
.............(8026) 501$ 49.2s 100/$ 94.s0 s00l$,434.7s

Avalon: A gorgeous cross between Camelot and Daydream, it has a cylindrical cup that opens
brilliant yellow and matures to milky-white with a beaming lemon perianth and a veiled white base'
LateApril.16". ..........(8030) 501$ 32.75 l00l$ 62.75 500/$287.00

Bantam: This award-winning English hybrid has a flawless, well-overlapping, recurved greenish-
yellow perianth and a2" bowl-shaped sulflr-yellow cup with afrilly orange^-9jg9! rim. Later florvering.

. . . . . .(8037) s0/$ 36.7s 100/$ 70.25 s00/$321.s0
Brackenhurst: An award-winning 1977 sport of Ceylon, this sunproof 4" Narcissus has a well-

overlapping yellow perianth and a bowi-shaped reddish-orange cup. Early-Ap1_i1. Limited supply. 16".
.(8046) s}l$ 32.7s 1001$ 62.7s s0019287.2s

California Landscape Size: Pentewan. Circa 1927,this award-winningheirloomhasa3%"
deep greenish-ye1low perianth and a cylindrical, darker yellow 9up.. E}!b.llr9: SP 12114 cm.
...'.:......:......(ssos)250/$ 60.50 1,000/$231.75 2,s001$554.75 5,0001$994-25

Camelot: Late flowering, this long-lasting award-winner is bright golden-yellow with a perfectly
formed perianth and a huge, funnel-shaped cup. Limited supply. 16" to 18''.

Ceylon: Perfectly formed, this upward-facing, sunproof naturalizer has a brilliant 4" buttercup-
yeilow perianth around a funnel-shaped orange-scarlet cup with a pale-golden base. Bulb size: 12114
cm. 16". ....:....(8062) 50/$ 28.00 100/$ 53.75 5001$247.2s

Chromacolor: This award-winning dazzlerhas a 5" sparkling white perianth with an intense coral-
pinkcup. 14" to 16". . .-. . . .(8071) 50/$ 33.00 100/$ 63.25 500/$291.00

Coral Light: This A. N. Kanouse hybrid has a 4" white perianth around an exquisite bowl-shaped,
yellow cup banded in coral-pink with a luminous green eye that maturef to pale cora_1-p^i*.yit11
darker cup edse. Limited supply. 18" . . . .(8077) 50/$ 5 I .25 100/$ 98.25 500/$45 1 .50

Decoy: Another prized Grant Mitsch hybrid, this Cool Flame offspring has a 3%" ivory-white
perianth with a short, funnel-shaped deep rose-red cup. LateApril. 14" to 16".

.. .. . . . . . . .. .(aoso) s0/$ 30.75 100/$ s9.00 500/$271.50
Delibes: This award-winner has 4" flowers with overlapping golden-yellow petais and a shallow

bowl-shaped crown of lemon-yellow with a broad orange rim.
. . . . .. .(8088) 50/$ 3s.7s 100i$ 65.7s s00l$.299.7s

Faith: Named in honor of Faith Ohms, this magnificent, outward-facing award-winner has bright white
petais framing a vivid salmon-pink tnrmpet with a rolled rim, a green-yellorv eye and a darker, apricot-
pirttruto.Bulbsize: t2114cm.16". ..(8121) 501$ 37'75 100/$ 72.50 500/$333.00

Ferris Wheel: This substantive Huijg hybrid has fragrant 4%" sunproof flowers. The greenish-
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(More Large Cupped Narcissi onpage22)
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More Large Cupped Narcissi! 
Flower Record: Circa 1940, this terrific naturalizer and forcer has white petals with a yellow 

base and a cup-shaped yellow crown, edged in red. Lightly scented. Late April. Limited supply. 
	 (8136) 50/$ 30.75 	100/$ 59.00 	500/$ 271.25 

Flower Record Landscape Size:  Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8810) 250/5101.25 1,000/$389.00 2,500/$ 931.50 5,000/$1,701.00 

Fortissimo:  A trumpet-like naturalizer, this 5" amber-yellow beauty has a funnel-shaped, slightly 
frilled reddish-orange crown. Late April. Very limited supply. 
	 (8147) 50/$ 41.50 	100/5 79.50 	500/$ 365.50 

Fortissimo Landscape Size:  Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8811) 250/$114.00 1,000/$437.75 2,500/$1,048.75 5,000/$1,915.25 

Fortune:  Circa 1917, this huge, 4" award-winner is a long-lasting naturalizer with a yellow perianth 
and a marigold crown flushed red at the edges. It is also a good forcer. 
	 (8150) 100/$ 43.75 500/$ 209.75 1,000/$ 	385.75 

Fortune Landscape Size:  Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8813) 250/$ 64.50 	1,000/$246.50 2,500/$ 589.50 5,000/$1,125.25 

Fragrant Breeze:  This fragrant 4" bloom has a milky-white perianth and a cup that opens orange 
and matures to buff-peach. In a warm spring, the cup may be more flat against the perianth, while in 
a long, cool spring, the cup may be more bowl-shaped. 
	 (8153) 50/$ 50.25 	100/$ 96.75 	500/$ 444.50 

Frosty Snow:  This floriferous Janis Ruksans Latvian hybrid opens sparkling snow-white with a 
flanged, cup-shaped lemon-yellow crown that matures to white with a beguiling yellow rim. Finally, 
it matures to pure white, like the driven snow. Limited supply. 16" to 18". 
	 (8157) 50/$ 46.50 	100/$ 89.50 	500/5 411.25 

Greengarden:  This brilliant reverse bicolor has a greenish-yellow perianth in the form of a 
double triangle and a funnel-shaped, flanged cup that opens pale greenish-yellow and matures to 
bright white. Another ravishing Karel van der Veek hybrid registered in 2011, it is a cross between 
Mount Hood and Spellbinder. No wonder we love it so much. Limited supply. 
	 (8182) 50/$ 58.50 	100/5 112.50 	5001$ 515.75 

High Society:  This Brian Duncan hybrid has a 4" milky-white perianth and a smooth cup that opens 
white and matures to lemon-yellow with a green base and a deep rose-pink rim. Late April. Bulb size: 
12/14 cm. 16" to 18". 	(8194) 100/$ 48.75 	500/$ 234.00 1,000/5 430.75 

Ice Follies:  A huge variety with 4" flowers, this award-winning naturalizer, circa 1963, has icy-
white petals surrounding a frilled chartreuse-yellow crown that turns white. It is also a good forcer. 
	 (8201) 100/5 46.50 500/$ 222.75 1,000/$ 	408.50 

Ice Follies Landscape Size:  Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8829) 250/$ 78.25 	1,000/$300.00 2,500/$ 718.75 5,000/$1,313.00 

Latvian Freedom:  A Brian Duncan hybrid named by Janis Ruksans, it opens bright lemon-yellow 
and matures to deep lemon-yellow with a prominent white base and a cylindrical white cup, almost 
long enough to qualify as a Trumpet Daffodil. The cup is accented with a frilled, bright yellow edge 
and a golden-yellow eye. Limited supply. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. Late April. 18". 
	 (8293) 50/$ 46.25 	100/$ 89.00 	500/$ 408.50 

Martha Stewart:  Named in honor of Martha Stewart for her lifelong, contagious passion for 
flower bulbs, particularly Narcissi, this prized Karel van der Veek hybrid has a perfectly formed, 3" 
glistening white perianth surrounding a gorgeous, flared, pale yellow cup with a thick, apricot-pink 
edge that is delicately frilled. Limited supply. 16" to 18". 
	 (8322) 50/$ 41.00 	100/$ 78.50 	500/$ 361.25 

Misty Glen:  This beauty is luminous blue moon-white with overlapping satin-smooth petals and a 
barely flared, cylindrical cup with a hazy green eye and slightly scalloped edges. Late April. 16" to 
18". 	 (8329) 50/5 35.75 	100/$ 65.00 	500/$ 301.75 

Night Cap:  New!  This stunning Brian Duncan hybrid has a well-overlapping, glistening white 
perianth with prominent midribs and a bowl-shaped, creamy-ivory cup with a yellow glow and broadly 
feathered Chinese-coral edges. Limited supply. 16". 
	 (8342) 50/$ 53.25 	100/$ 102.50 	5001$ 469.75 

Passionale:  Scented, this late-blooming award-winner has a 4" white perianth and a slightly rolled, 
frilled yellow-pink cup. Bulb size: 15/17 cm. 
	 (8357) 50/5 29.75 	100/$ 57.25 	5001$ 263.25 

Peridot:  Late flowering, this flawless Guy Wilson hybrid has lustrous milky-white petals around a 
shallow, bowl-shaped, yellow-rimmed, ivory-white cup that has a yellow-edged green center from 
which pale butter-yellow rays emanate. Limited supply. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16" to 18". 
	 (8380) 50/$ 46.50 	100/$ 89.25 	500/$ 408.50 

Pink Charm:  This ravishing naturalizer has a 3" ivory-white perianth and a flared trumpet-shaped 
cup that blends from ivory at its base, to pale apricot, to deep Chinese-coral at its wavy rim. 
	 (8400) 100/$ 45.25 500/$ 215.50 1,000/5 	391.75 

Pink Charm Landscape Size:  Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8846) 250/$ 80.75 	1,000/$309.75 2,500/$ 741.75 5,000/$1,354.50 

(More Large Cupped Narcissi on page 23) 
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More Large Cupped Narcissi!
Flower Record: Circa 1940, this terrific naturalizer and forcer has white petals with a yellow

base and a cup-shaped yellow crown, edged in red. Lightly scented. Late April. Limited supply.

Fil;n..r.ai",Jr"up..r,J:11?.'i.1,3ni3,1i.,,,'oo'* 
5e'00 s00ts 271'2s

.(8810) 250t$101.25 1,000/$389.00 2,500/$ 931.50 5,000/$1,701.00
tr'ortissimo: A trurnpet-like natualizer, this 5" amber-yellow beauty has a funnel-shaped, slightly

frilled reddish-orange crown. Late April. Very limited supply.
....(8147) s0/$ 41.s0 100/$

Fortissimo Landscape Size: Bulb size: SP 12174 cm.
79.50 500/$ 36s.50

.(88fl) 250l$114.00 1,000t$431.75 2,500/$1,048.75 5,000t$l,9t5.25
f,'ortune: Circa 1917, this huge, 4" award-winner is a longJasting naturalizer with a yeilow perianth

and a marigoid crown flushed red at the edges. It is also a good forcer.
....(8150) 100/$ 43.75 500t$ 209.75 1,000/$ 38s.75

Fortune Landscape Size: Bulb size: SP l2ll4 cm.
.(8813) 2s0t$ 64.50 1,000t$246.s0 2,500/$ s89.50 5,000t$7,12s.25

Fragrant Breeze: This fragrant 4" bloom has a milky-white perianth and a cup that opens orange
and matures to buff-peach. In a warm spring, the cup may be more flat against the perianth, while in
a long, cool spring, the cup may be more bowl-shaped.

. . . .(81s3) s0/$ 50.25 100/$ 96.7s s00t$' 444.s0
Frosty Snow: This floriferous Janis Ruksans Latvian hybrid opens sparkling snow-white with a

flanged, cup-shaped lemon-yellow crown that matures to white with a beguiling ye1low rim. Finally,
it matures to pure white, iike the driven snow. Limited supply. 16" to 18".

. . . .(81s7) s0/$ 46.50 100/$ 89.s0 s00t$ 411.2s
Greengarden: This brilliant reverse bicolor has a greenish-ye11ow perianth in the form of a

double triangle and a funnel-shaped, flanged cup that opens pale greenish-yel1ow and matures to
bright white. Another ravishing Karel van der Veek hybrid registered in 20 1 1 , it is a cross between
Mount Hood and Spellbinder. No wonder we love it so much. Limited supply.

. . . .(8182) s0/$ s8.50 100/$ tt2.s0 s00/$ s1s.7s
High Societ/: This Brian Duncan hybrid has a 4" milky-white perianth and a smooth cup that opens

white and matures to lemon-yellow with a green base and a deep rose-pink rim. Late April. Bulb size:
12114cm.16" to 18". . . .(8194) 100/$ 48.75 500/$ 234.00 1,000/$ 430.75

Ice Follies: A huge variety with 4" flowers, this award-winringnatwalizer, circa 1963, has icy-
white petals surrounding a frilled chartreuse-yellow crown that turns white. It is also a good forcer.

. . . .(8201) 100/$ 46.50 500t9 222.75 1,000/$ 408.s0
Ice Follies Landscape Size: eulb size: SP 12114 cm.

.(8829) 250t$ 78.25 1,000/$300.00 2,500/$ 118.75 5,000/$1,313.00
Latvian Freedom: A Brian Duncan hybrid named by Janis Ruksans, it opens bright lemon-yellow

and matures to deep lemon-yellow with a prominent white base and a cylindrical white cup, almost
long enough to qualify as a Trumpet Daffodil. The cup is accented with a frille{ bright yellow edge
and a golden-yellow eye. Limited supply. Bulb size: 121 1 4 cm. Late Aprii. 1 8".

rr uii r, u s t..ou i t, ;"-* ;;,;,;!t"',?il";y3,#;1'". # ?lL'd: 
"'"i,"*'"33'J", 

J3: ij
flower bulbs, particularly Narcissi, this prized Karel van der Veek hybrid has a perfectly formed, 3"
glistening white perianth surrounding a gorgeous, flared, pale yellow cup with a thick, apricot-pink
edge that is delicately frilled,. Limited supply. 16" to 18".

....(8322) sOi$ 41.00 100/$ 78.s0 s00/$ 361.2s
Misty Glen: this beauty is luminous blue moon-white with overlapping satin-smooth petals and a

barely flared, cylindrical cup with ahazy green eye and slightly scalloped edges. Late April. 16" to
18". .(8329) 50/$ 35.75 100/$ 65.00 500/$ 301.75

Night Cap: New!This stunning Brian Duncan hybrid has a well-overiapping, glistening white
perianth with prominent midribs and a bowl-shaped, creamy-ivory cup with a yellow glow and broadly
feathered Chinese-coral edges. Limited supply. 76".

....(8342) s0/$ s3.25 100/$ 102.s0 s00t$ 469.7s
Passionale: Scented, this late-blooming award-winner has a 4" white perianth and a slightly ro1led

frilled yellow-pink cup. Bulb size: l5ll7 cm.
.. . .(83s7) s}t$ 29.7s 100/$ s7.2s s00t$ 263.2s

Peridot: Late flowering, this flawless Guy Wilson hybrid has lustrous milky-white petals around a
shallow, bowl-shaped yellow-rimmed ivory-white cup that has a yellow-edged green center from
which pale butter-yellow rays emanate. Limited supply. Bulb size: l2ll4 cm. 16" to 18".

pinr. Ct u.*, iri.,*,.n,";;;-;;,!l:.?, 
"'llttli-i'ln.01.10J,1* 

#"?".t",11.,1?:0t"3
cup that blends from ivory at its base, to pale apricot, to deep Chinese-coral at its wavy rim.

pi,k ch,;; iu,,or.up. b;,;;{ff3ltgi"-'1it- 
s00/$ 2ts's0 r'000/$ 3et'7s

.(8846)250/$ 80.75 1,000/$309.75 2,500/$ 741.75 5,000/$1,354.50
(More Large Cupped Narcissi on page 23)
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Professor Einstein: Fragrant, this 1940s award-winning naturalizer has a white perianth and a 
broad, disk-shaped, reddish-orange crown. Plant in filtered sunlight. 
	 (8408) 501$ 31.75 	100/$ 60.75 	500/$ 279.00 

Salome: This award-winning Irish naturalizer has a 3" pure white perianth and a long, funnel-shaped 
cup of apricot-pink to old rose with yellow edges. 
	 (8458) 100/$ 50.75 	500/$243.25 1,000/$ 447.50 

Salome Landscape Size: Bulb size: SP 12/14 cm. 
	 (8850) 250/$75.50 1,000/$289.50 2,500/$693.50 5,000/$1,266.50 

Sentinel: This long-lasting 414"-wide Grant Mitsch hybrid opens ivory and matures to white with a 
ruffled cup variably edged in saffron-apricot to salmon-pink with a luminous lime-green eye. Limited 
supply 20" to 22". 	 (8462) 50/$ 33.75 	100/$ 64.75 	500/$ 297.75 

Snowboard: New! This Karel van der Veek hybrid has upward-facing, 33/1", blizzard-white flowers. 
The rounded, partially overlapping perianth encircles a funnel-shaped cup with a slightly wavy mouth 

	

and a green eye. Limited supply. . . .  .(8480) 50/$ 37.75 	100/$ 72.75 	5001$ 331.50 
Stainless: The best white in its class, this late-flowering 4" beauty has overlapping, pointed, ivory-

white petals and a shallow, cylindrical white cup with a luminous green eye. 
	 (8494) 50/$ 42.00 	100/$ 80.25 	5001$ 384.75 

Suada: Another sunproof variety, it is vivid golden-yellow with a bright orange cup, a paler base and an 

	

open ruffled rim. Bulb size: 15 cm. 16". (8499) 50/$ 33.50 	100/$ 64.50 	500/$ 295.75 

Double Narcissi 
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Resembling Camellias and small Peonies, these flamboyant Narcissi have multiple layers 
of petals or crowns. Great as cut flowers too! DNII bulb size: 14/16 cm. Plant 6" to 8" 
deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 4. Height: 14" to 16". 

Bridal Crown: Circa 1940, this fragrant award-winner has multiple creamy-white blooms with 

	

saffron-yellow cup segments. HZ: 4-8. (8049) 100/$ 29.75 	500/$142.50 1,000/$ 262.25 
Candy Princess: Sunproof and fragrant, this upward-facing Accent sport has a 4" greenish-white 

perianth around a crinkled cup filled with yellow to pinkish-apricot whirled petaloid segments with white 
highlights. 16" to 18". 	(8057) 501$ 36.25 	100/$ 69.50 	500/$ 319.00 

Cheerfulness: A late-flowering naturalizer, circa 1923, this fragrant award-winner has clusters of 
small, creamy-white flowers with gentle yellow flecks. HZ: 4-8. 
	 (8067) 100/$ 41.50 	500/$198.50 1,000/$ 362.75 

Delnashaugh: A late-flowering, strong-stemmed bloom, its 4" creamy-white perianth is adorned 
with short, frilled, apricot-pink cup segments. HZ: 4-8. 16" to 18". 
	 (8091) 50/$ 28.00 	100/$ 53.75 	500/$ 246.50 

Flower Surprise: This Henk Wijnhout cross of Pink Paradise and Delnashaugh is 5" across with 
an opulent, triple-layered champagne-apricot perianth chock-full of buttery apricot-pink petaloid 
segments. Limited supply. 	(8140) 10/$ 16.00 	50/$ 75.75 	100/$ 139.50 

Gay Tabor: This artfully sculpted, gardenia-like gem has a huge flower with precisely layered ivory 
petals interspersed with golden-orange petaloid segments. Limited supply. 
	 (8158) 505 46.50 	100/$ 89.50 	500/$ 411.25 

Ice King: This ruffled, double form of Ice Follies has an ivory-white perianth and a fully double, sulfur- 
yellow cup with white highlights. 	. . .(8208) 100/$ 50.75 	500/$243.25 1,000/$ 447.50 

La Torche: This hefty newcomer has a large, almost  5" flower with intricate layers of golden-yellow 
petals interspersed with whirled bright orange petaloid segments. Limited supply. 
	 (8291) 50/$ 55.75 	100/5107.00 	500/$ 491.50 

Lingerie: This outward-facing, strong-stemmed 1977 Murray Evans hybrid has perfectly formed, 
large, 4" double flowers with snow-white petticoat layers interspersed with lemon-yellow petaloid 
whirls.  Limited supply. 	(8299) 50/$ 63.50 	100/$122.25 	500/$ 558.00 

Manly: These huge flowers are creamy-yellow with shorter, dark orange petals interspersed through 
each bloom's center. Late April. 	. . .(8316) 50/$ 39.50 	100/$ 75.75 	500/$ 348.25 

Sherborne: This award-winning Camelot offspring has strong, outward-facing, peony-like, 4"+ 
golden-yellow flowers with orange petaloid segments. Limited supply. 
	 (8464) 50/$ 49.50 	100/$ 95.25 	5001$ 437.75 

Tahiti: This award-winner has a large, 4" soft yellow perianth and a double cup offset with shorter, frilled, 

	

orange cup segments. Late April. . . . .(8527) 50/$ 31.50 	100/$ 60.00 	5001$ 275.00 
Wave: This lemon-meringue beauty has an ivory perianth and a frilled lemon-yellow cup with snow-

white flecks. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16" to 18". 
	 (8581) 50/$ 33.75 	100/$ 64.50 	500/5 296.75 

White Lion: Circa 1940, this 3'/2" gardenia-like, fragrant award-winner opens pale yellow and 
matures to creamy-white with shorter yellow petal segments at its frilled double center. Late April. 
	 (8583) 501$ 26.00 	100/$ 50.00 	500/$ 229.25 

White Medal: A Petit Four sport, this marble-white beauty has an ethereal, creamy glow and an 
almost sculpted, perfect form. 	(8589) 50/5 50.25 	100/$ 96.25 	500/$ 442.75 

Yellow Cheerfulness: Circa 1937, this multi-flowering, fragrant, award-winning naturalizer has 
a deep sulfur-yellow perianth with vivid yellow petal segments rimmed yellow-orange at its center. 
Late flowering. HZ: 4-8. 	(8594) 100/$ 46.75 	500/$223.75 1,000/$ 408.50 23 

Professor Einstein: Fragrant, this 1940s award-winning naturalizer has a white perianth and a
broad disk-shaped, reddish-orange crown. Plant in filtered sunlight.

Salome: This award-winning Irish naturalizer has a 3" pure white perianth and a long, funnel-shaped

::l :i:i:::' l'* l: :ii ::': :':' l:'lit;t3"ibo,s ,o ^ 500t$243.2s I ,000/$ 447 .50

Salome Landscape Size: eulb size: SP 12114 cm.
. . . . .(ssso) 250/$75.50 1,000/$289.50 2,500/$693.50 5,000/$1,266.50

Sentinel: This long-lasting 4Y,"-wide Grant Mitsch hybrid opens ivory and matures to white with a
ruffled cup variablyedged in saffron-apricot to salmon-pink with aluminous lime-gre_en eye. ,r!!t7r!supply.2}'to22". . . . . .. .6+eZ) 50/$ 33.75 100i$ 64.75 5001$ 291'75

Snowboard: Newl This Karel van der Veek hybrid has upward-facing, 3'/i' , blizzard-white flowers.
The rounded, partially overlapping perianth encircles a funnel-shaped 

-cup 
with a slighlly^waly^mouth

and a green eye. Limited suppiy. 
- 

. . .(3480) 5019 31 .7 5 l00lg 12.7 5 500/$ 331 .50

Stainless: The best white in its class, this late-flowering 4" beauty has overlapping, pointed, ivory-
white petals and a sha1low, cylindrical white cup with a luminous greg1-eY^et -. . . . .(8494)' s0/$ 42.00 100/$ 80.2s 500/$ 384.7s

Suada: Another sunproof variety, it is vivid golden-yellow with a bright orange cup, a pale-r base_Qng91
openrufftedrim.Bibsize:15cm.16". $49c4 5'0/$ 33.50 100/$ 64.50 5001$ 295.75

Double Narcissi
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, T]NLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Resembling Camellias and small Peonies, these flamboyant Narcissi have multiple layers
of petals oi crowrs. Great as cut flowers too! DNII bulb size: l4l16 cm. Plant 6" to 8"
deep and 6,, apart. HZ: 3-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 4. Height: 14" to 16".

Bridal Crown: Circa 1940, this fragrant award-winner has multiple creamy-white -UJ-oorys-yit!
saffron-yellow cup segments. iZ: a-8. laO+e; rc}fi 29.75 500/$142.50 1,000/$ 262.25

Candy Princess: Sunproof and fragrant, this upward-facing Accent sporthas a 4" greenish-white
perianth around a crinkled cup filled with yellow to PTSs!-9pI_cot whirle{nJfloid segments wif-t1h:t:
irighrigttr.l6',to 18". .... . .. ...(SOSZI SOtg Z;.ZS 100/$ 69.50 500/$ 319.00

CheerfulneSS! A late-floweringrrafixalizer, circa 1923, this fragrant award-winner has clusters of
smali, creamy-white flowers with gentle yellow flecks. HZ:4-8.

.-. . . .(8067) 100/$ 41.s0 500/$198.50 1,000/$ 362.75
Delnashaugh: A late-flowering, strong-stemmed bloom, its 4" creamy-white perianth is adorned

with short, frilled apricot-pink cup segments. HZ:4-8. 16" to 18".
...........(soqt) s0/$ 28.00 100/$ s3.7s s00/$ 246.50

Flower Surprise: This Henk Wijnhout cross of Pink Paradise and Delnashaugh is 5" across with
an opulent, tiiple-layered champagne-apricot perianth chock-ful1 of buttery_apricgt;n^r1k p.e14o-11

segments. Limiteasippty. ........(8140t 10/$ 16.00 501$ 15.75 100/$ 139.50
Gay Tabor: This artfully sculpted, gardenia-like gem has a huge flower,with precisely layered ivory

peials interspersed with golden-orange petaloid segments. Limited supply. 
- ^ -

Ice King: This ruffled, double form of Ice Follies has arr ivory white p-e-np]!gnd a tully d99bt",.tliqlr:
yetlowcipwithwhitehighlights. ...(8208) 100/$ 50.75 5001$243.25 1,000/$ 441.50

La Torche: This hefty newcomer has a large, almost 5" flower with intricate layers of golden-yellow
petais interspersed with whirled bright orange petaloid segments. Lrynlte-d s-l!pPl!.

. .-. . .(8291) s0/$ s5.7s 100/$107.00 s00/$ 491.s0
Lingerie: This outward-facing, strong-stemmed 1977 Murray Evans hybrid has perfectly forme4

lar{e,4" double flowers with snow-white petticoat iayers intersperggd-wltlr lemon-yellow pela,loi!
wu;iris.Limitedsupply. .. .(8299) 50/$ 63.50 100l$122.25 500i$ 558.00

Manly: These huge flowers are creamy-yellow with shortgr, dark grg{Igj p_etals intersp-e^rsed thr.ough
each-bloom,s cerrter. LateAprit. . . .(a:t0; 50i$ 39.50 100/$ 75.75 500i$ 348.25

Sherborne: This award-winning Camelot offspring has strong, outward-facing, peony-like, 4"+
golden-yellow flowers with orange petaloid segments. Limited supply. - - _.'.. .(8464) s0/$ 49.s0 100/$ 9s.25 s00l$ 437.7s

Tahiti: This award-winner has a large, 4" soft yellow perianth and a double cup offset with shorler, frilled
oranse cup segments. LateApril. 

-. 
. . .(8527) 50i$ 31.50 100/$ 60.00 500/$ 275.00

Wave: This lemon-meringue beauty has an ivory perianth and a frilled lemon-yellow cup with snow-
wtrite flecks. Bulb size: 12114 cm. 16" to 18".

wr,it. Lio,rr C,.." iroo, ,i,,'r r;' ,"!t'.:1] ,,i3l};il:"-,1:gLf.1::."';,,:ffil';:
matures to creamy-white with shorler yellow petal segments at its frilled double center. Late April. 

_
. ....1asa:; 50/$ 26.00 100/$ s0.00 s00l$ 229.2s

White Medal: A Petit Four sport, this marble-white beauty has an ethereal, creamy glow lng gq
almost sculpte{ perfect form. . . . . .(8589) 50/$ 50.25 100/$ 96.25 5001$ 442.75

Yellow CheerfulneSS! Circa 1937, this multi-flowering, fragrant, award-winning naturalizer has
a deep sulfur-yellow perianth with vivid yellow petal segments rimmed yellow-oran€e at its c-enter.
Lateilowering.UZ:4-5. ..(8594) IOON +e.lS 5001$223.75 1,000/$ 408.50 23
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Small Cupped Narcissi 
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Producing one flower per stem, Small Cupped Narcissi have a cup that is not more than 
one-third the length of their petals. DNII bulb size: 14/16 cm. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" 
apart. HZ: 3-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 3. Height: 14" to 16". 

Altruist:  This award-winner has a 314" copper-yellow perianth that pales as it matures, and a shallow, 
bowl-shaped crimson-orange cup. 14" to 18". 
	 (8015) 50/$ 37.50 	100/$ 72.00 	500/$ 331.25 

Barrett Browning:  A 1945 award-winner, this early blooming 3" naturalizer has white petals 
with a faint yellow halo at the base and a small, bowl-shaped orange cup. 
	 (8038) 50/$ 32.25 	100/$ 62.00 	500/$ 284.50 

Dreamlight:  Circa 1934, this late-flowering Poeticus look-alike has a snow-white perianth and a 
disk-shaped champagne-white cup with a luminous green eye and a scarlet-orange rim. Bulb size: 
12/14 cm. 16" 	 (8112) 50/$ 33.25 	100/5 63.75 	500/$ 292.75 

Goose Green: New!  This fragrant 1983 Irish naturalizer has a 3h" glistening white perianth and a 
saucer-shaped cup with a prominent green eye encircled in bright yellow and frilly, orange-red edges. 
16". 	 (8176) 50/$ 36.75 	100/$ 70.25 	500/$ 323.00 

Green-Eyed Lady:  This richly flowering, scented 2013 Brent Heath hybrid opens ivory-white with a 
green halo around the base of its creamy-white cup that is dotted with a green eye. The cup matures to 
bright blizzard-white with an ever-incandescent green eye. Limited supply. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 20". 
	 (8177) 505 30.00 	100/$ 57.75 	500/$ 265.00 

Jamestown: It has a large, round, 372" bright white perianth and a bowl-shaped, golden-yellow cup 
with a frilled rim narrowly edged in orange, and a glowing green eye. 
	 (8223) 501$ 29.75 	100/5 57.25 	5005 263.25 

Princess Zaide:  Late flowering, it has a large, round, marble-white perianth and a shallow, bowl-
shaped cup with a deep green eye that blends to chartreuse-yellow toward its heavily ribbed and 
frilled edges. 16" to 20". 	(8407) 50/$ 37.50 	100/$ 72.00 	5005 331.25 

Ringtone:  A floriferous Karel van der Veek variety boasting Flower Record ancestry, it has a round, 
3%" buff-champagne perianth with white highlights and an immaculate bowl- to disk-shaped yellow 
cup with wavy mustard-orange edges. Limited supply. 
	 (8420) 50/$ 35.50 	100/$ 68.25 	500/$ 313.50 

Sinopel: Fragrant, it has a perfect 3" ivory-white perianth and a bowl-shaped, yellow-to-green cup. 
Circa 1974 and a bit like a mood ring, its dainty cup is more yellow in cool temperatures and more 
green when basking in warm temperatures (cherish its greenness indoors in a bud vase). Limited 
supply. HZ: 4-8. 16" to 18". 	.(8474) 10/$ 12.75 	50/$ 60.50 	100/$ 111.25 

Suave: Back again!  An elegant American hybrid dating back to 1976, this 4"-wide beauty has a well-
overlapping ivory perianth that matures to creamy-yellow with a shallow cup edged in darker buff- 

	

yellow. Late flowering. HZ: 4-8. . . . (8500) 50/$ 38.75 	100/$ 74.25 	500/$ 341.00 

Triandrus Narcissi 
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

These graceful Narcissi produce several pendant flowers per stem amid slender foliage and 
have a light, aromatic scent. Triandrus Narcissi naturalize well in semi-shady areas. Bulb size: 
DNII. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 4-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 5. 
Height: 8" to 18". 

Hawera:  Circa 1928, this multi-flowering naturalizer has long-lasting, pale canary-yellow flowers 
with a slightly paler, cup-shaped crown. Bulb size: 10/12 cm. 8". 
	 (8192) 100/$19.00 500/$ 91.25 1,000/$168.00 5,000/$ 766.50 

Katie Heath:  This Brent Heath hybrid has a slightly reflexed, ivory perianth and a large apricot-
pink cup. Limited supply. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 12". 
	 (8260) 50/$ 26.50 	100/$ 50.75 	5005 233.25 

Starlight Sensation: New!  Named the Best Daffodil at the 2017 Philadelphia Flower Show, this 
fragrant Brent Heath hybrid has up to five stems per bulb and up to four creamy-white flowers per stem. 
Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 14" to 16". 	. . .(8495) 100/$ 43.50 	500/$208.50 1,000/$ 383.75 

Stint:  It has pale lemon petals and a darker, bowl-shaped cup with two to three nodding flowers per 
stem. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 12". 	. . .(8496) 50/$ 28.00 	100/$ 53.75 	500/$ 247.25 

Thalia:  Circa 1916, the award-winning Orchid Narcissus has up to five pendant white flowers 
per stem with recurved petals and a cup-shaped crown. A versatile heirloom selection, it is as 
well-suited for classic boxwood parterres as she is for iridescent all-white gardens and naturalized 
woodland drifts. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 16" to 18". 
	 (8549) 100/$36.00 500/$172.25 1,000/$329.75 5,000/$1,572.75 

Van Engelen Inc. Fax: (860) 567-5323 Website: www.vanengelen.com  

Small Cupped Narcissi
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Producing one flower per stem, Small Cupped Narcissi have a cup that is not more than
one-third the length of their petals. DNII bulb size: l4l16 cm. Plant 6'i to 8" deep and 6"
apart. HZ: 3-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 3. Height: 14" to 16".

Altruist: This award-winner has a3%" copper-yellow perianth that pales as it matures, and a shallow,
bowl-shaped crimson-orange cup. 14" to 18".

. . . . .(801s) s0/$ 37.50 100/$ 72.00 s00/$ 331.25
Barrett Browning: A 1945 award-winneg this early blooming 3" naturalizer has white petals

with a faint yellow halo at the base and a small, bowl-shaped orange cup.
. . . . .(8038) s0t$ 32.2s 100/$ 62.00 s00/$ 284.s0

Dreamlightz Circa 1934, this late-flowering Poeticus look-alike has a snow-white perianth and a
disk-shaped champagne-white cup with a luminous green eye and a scarlet-orange rim. Bulb size:
t2tt4cm.t6". ....(8112) 501$ 33.25 100/$ 63.75 5001$ 292.75

Goose Green: New!This fragrant 1983 Irish naturalizer has a3%" glistening white perianth and a
saucer-shaped cup with a prominent green eye encircled in bright yellow and frilly, orange-red edges.
16". . . . . .(8176) 50i$ 36.75 100/$ 70.25 500/$ 323.00

Green-Eyed Lady: This richly flowering, scented 2013 Brent Heath hybrid opens ivory-white with a
green halo around the base of its creamy-white cup that is dotted with a green eye. The cup matures to
bightblizzard-white with an ever-incandescent green eye. Limited supply. Bulb size: l2ll4 cm.20".

r;;;;*,,;;;;, ; i;o;, -;; ;;';f'.'JJ/-r":Jl":hf*. l-y* :J# *"iJ#.1.,'1f"::
with a fiilled rim narrowly edged in orange, and a glowing green eye.

.....(8223) s0l$ 29.7s tO0/$ s7.2s 5001s 263.2s
Princess Zaide: Late flowering, it has a large, round, marble-white perianth and a shallow, bowl-

shaped cup with a deep green eye that blends to chartreuse-yellow toward its heavily ribbed and
frilled edges. 16' to 20". .(8407) 50/$ 37.50 100/$ 72.00 500/$ 331.25

Ringtone: A floriferous Karel van der Veek variety boasting Flower Record ancestry, it has a round,
32" buff-champagne perianth with white highlights and an immaculate bowl- to disk-shaped yellow
cup with wavy mustard-orange edges. Limited supply.

. . . . .(8420) s0/$ 3s.s0 100/$ 68.2s s00/$ 313.s0
Sinopel: Fragrant, it has a perfect 3" ivory-white perianth and a bowl-shaped, yellow-to-green cup.

Circa 1974 and a bit like a mood ring, its dainty cup is more yellow in cool temperatures and more
green when basking in warm temperatures (cherish its greenness indoors in a bud vase). Limited
supply. HZ:4-8. 16" to 18'. . . . .(8474) tDt$ t2.7s s0/$ 60.50 100/$ ttt.zs

Suave: Back againl AaelegantAmerican hybrid dating back to 1976,this 4"-wide beauty has a well-
overlapping ivory perianth that matures to creamy-yellow with a shallow cup edged in darker buff-
yellow. Late flowering. HZ:4-8. . . . (8500) 50/$ 38.75 l00l$ 74.25 500/$ 341.00

Triandrus Narcissi
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKEDAND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISENOTED.

These graceful Narcissi produce several pendant flowers per stem amid slender foliage and
have a light, aromatic scent. Triandrus Narcissi nahtralize well in semi-shady areas. Bulb size:
DNII. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ:4-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 5.
Height: 8" to 18".

Hawera: Circa 1928, this multi-flowering naturalizer has long-lasting, pale canary-yellow flowers
with a slightly paler, cup-shaped crown. Bulb size: 10/12 cm. 8".

ruti" n"ui;, iht; ;;;l?i?-T,Jl;{:,1ir:3":,?*tltr?"t".:"u'il3g|l::,T",i;'"13',X" lr1*::
pink cup. Limited supply. Bulb size: 14116 cm. 12".

. . . . .(8260) s0/$ 26.50 100/$ 50.75 s00ls 233.2s
Starlight Sensation: Newl Named the Best Daffodil atthe 2017 Philadelphia Flower Show, this

fragrant Brent Heath hybrid has up to five stems per bulb and up to four creamy-white florrers per stem.
Bulb size: 12114 cm.14" to 16". . . .(8495) l00l$ 43.50 500/$208.50 1,000/$ 383.75

Stint: It has pale lemon petals and a darker, bowl-shaped cup with two to three nodding flowers per
stem. Bulb size: 14116 cm. 12". . . .(8496) 50/$ 28.00 100/$ 53.75 5001$ 247.25

Thalia: Circa 1916, the award-winnhg Orchid Narcissus has up to five pendant white flowers
per stem with recurved petals and a cup-shaped crown. A versatile heirloom selection, it is as
well-suited for classic boxwood parterres as she is for iridescent all-white gardens and naturalized
woodland drifts. Bulb size 74116 cm. 16" to 18".

. . . . . .(8549) 100/$36.00 500t$t72.25 1,000t$.329.75 5,000t$t,572.75
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Cyclamineus Narcissi 
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 100, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Graceful, cyclamen-like, reflexing flower petals characterize these delicate yet durable 
Narcissi. They are perfect for rock gardens, border plantings and forcing. DNII bulb size: 
14/16  cm. Plant 6"  deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 6. 
Height: 10" to 12". 
Ara:  An early-blooming award-winner, it has an exceptionally long, gleaming lemon-yellow trumpet 

with a paler base and a reflexed, ivory-white perianth. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16". 
	 (8023) 501$ 43.25 	100/$ 83.00 	500/$ 381.00 

Cha Cha:  A Brian Duncan hybrid registered by Rathowen Daffodils in 1986, Cha Cha has a 
reflexed pure white perianth encircling a luscious, long, warm-pink cup with a green base. Bulb size: 
12 cm/up. 8" to 12". 	(8066) 501$ 31.75 	1005 61.25 	500/$ 282.75 

February Gold:  Circa 1923, this award-winning, reflexed early bloomer is sulfur-yellow with a 
slightly darker cylindrical cup and a paler base.  Limited supply.  Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 10" to 12". 
	 (8125) 100/$39.00 500/$187.25 1,000/$359.50 5,000/$1,647.75 

February Silver:  Technically classified as a Trumpet Daffodil, this rare 1949 early bloomer has a 
white perianth and a creamy-yellow trumpet that pales as it matures. 10". Limited supply. Bulb size: 
10 cm/up. 10" to 12". 	(8132) 10/$ 14.00 	50/$ 64.50 	100/$ 111.25 

Itzim:  Back again! Appearing like a bird in flight, this Grant Mitsch award-winner has a reflexed, 
bright yellow perianth with a funnel-shaped, darker melon-apricot cup. Limited supply. Bulb size: 
12/14 cm. 10" to 12". 	(8218) 50/$ 23.00 	100/$ 44.00 	5001$ 201.75 

Iwona:  New!  Prized for its fragrant, substantive 31A"-wide flowers, it has broad, well-overlapping, 
swept-back white petals and a ribbed, funnel-shaped, orange-pink cup. It won the Anthos Export 
Award  at the 2017 Breezand Lentetuin Flower Show. Limited supply. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 10" to 12". 
	 (8220) 50/$36.50 100/$ 69.75 	500/$322.25 1,000/$ 644.25 

Jetfire:  An early-blooming naturalizer, it has a reflexed, vivid yellow perianth and a strong orange 
trumpet. 8" to 10". . . .(8245) 100/$34.50 500/$165.50 1,000/$316.75 5,000/$1,510.75 

Prototype:  This acclaimed 1993 Brian Duncan hybrid has a 3"+, reflexed, pale green-lemon 
perianth and a cylindrical rose-pink cup with a pale pinkish-yellow glow at its base. Limited supply. 
	 (8409) 50/$ 30.75 	100/$ 58.75 	500/5 270.50 

Rapture:  This award-winning Grant Mitsch hybrid has a reflexed golden-yellow perianth and a 
long cylindrical cup with a wavy rim. Early flowering. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 
	 (8414) 100/5 39.75 	500/5190.00 1,000/5 348.50 

Tete-a-Tete:  This early-blooming, pre-1949 Alec Gray award-winner has a reflexed, buttercup-
yellow perianth and a trumpet-shaped, dark yellow cup. It has two to three flowers per stem. 
HZ: 4-8. 6" to 7". 	.(8538) 100/$28.00 500/$134.00 1,000/$246.50 5,000/$1,125.75 

Topolino: Classified as a Trumpet Daffodil, this minature, early flowering award-winner opens with a 
creamy-yellow perianth that matures to white with a frilled, cylindrical, bright yellow cup. Dainty 
Topolino (meaning little mouse in Italian) is sturdy, beautiful and deliciously fragrant. One of our clients 
told us that the fragrance reminds her of chocolate and vanilla. Bulb size: 10/12 cm. HZ: 4-8. 5" to 6". 
	 (8554) 100/$28.50 500/$137.00 1,000/$252.00 5,000/$1,150.75 

Tweety Bird: A good replacement for retired N. Peeping Tom, Tweety Bird is a fragrant Karel van 
der Veek hybrid with star-shaped, swept back golden-yellow petals and a long-nosed cylindrical cup. 
Named for the cartoon character (one of our family's favorites), award-winning Tweety Bird has 21,4" 
flowers with gracefully flared and intricately notched cup rims. 10" to 12". 
	 (8562) 50/$ 29.00 	100/$ 55.50 	500/$ 255.50 

Wisley: Named for the English garden on the R.H.S.'s 100th anniversary, this Karel van der Veek 
award-winner has an unusually large flower for a Cyclamineus. Like its father, N. Peeping Tom, it 
has a long, funnel-shaped, bright yellow cup with wavy, flared margins. Its windswept petals open 
pale yellow and mature to glistening snow-white. Early flowering and long-lasting. Limited supply. 
12". 	 (8591) 50/$ 32.50 	100/$ 62.50 	500/$ 286.50 

Poeticus Narcissi 
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50. 

The Poet's Narcissi  are delightful, fragrant charmers with large white perianths and flat, 
contrasting centers. DNII bulb size: 14/16 cm. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7. 
Royal Horticultural Society Division 9. Height: 14" to 16". 

Actaea: Circa 1919, this award-winning naturalizer has a 3'/2", more rounded, white perianth and a 
small yellow cup edged in scarlet-red with a yellow-green eye. 
	 (8007) 50/$40.50 100/$ 74.50 	500/$342.25 1,000/5 622.50 

Pheasant's Eye:  Poeticus var. recurvus. This classic, beloved 1850 naturalizer has large, reflexed 
white petals and a small yellow cup edged in red with a green eye. 
	 (8391) 100/$56.50 500/$260.50 1,000/$477.75 5,000/$2,172.00 

Van Engelen Inc. Phone: (860) 567-8734 Fax: (860) 567-5323 
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Cyclamineus Narcissi
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 1OO, TINLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Graceful. cyclamen-like, reflexing flower petals characterize these delicate yet durable
Narcissi. They are perfect for rock gardens, border plantings and forcing. DNII bulb size:
14116 cm. Plant 6" deep and 6" apart.HZ:3-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 6.
Height: 10" to 12'.

Ara: an early-blooming award-winner, it has an exceptionally long, gleaming lemon-yellow trumpet
with a paler base and a reflexed ivory-white perianth. Bulb size: 12114 cm. 16".

. . . . .(8023) s}l$ 43.2s 100/$ 83.00 500/$ 381.00
Cha Cha: A Brian Duncan hybrid registered by Rathowen Daffodils in 1986, Cha Cha has a

reflexed pure white perianth encircling a luscious, long, warm-pink cup with a green base. Bulb size:
12crn1ry.8" to 12". . . . .(8066) 50/$ 31.75 100/5 61.25 5001$ 282.75

tr'ebruary Gold: Circa 1923, this award-winning, reflexed early bloomer is sulfur-yellow with a

slightly darker cylindrical cup and a paler base. Limited supply. Bulb size: 12174 cm. 10" to 12".
. . ... . .(8125) 100/$39.00 s00/$187.25 1,000/$359.50 5,0001s1,647.75

February Silver: Technically classified as a Trumpet Daffodil, this rare 1949 early bloomer has a
w'hite perianth and a creamy-yellow humpet that pales as it matures. 10". Limited supply. Bulb size :

Itzim: Back againl Appearing like a bird in flight, this Grant Mitsch award-winner has a reflexed,
bright yellow perianth with a funnel-shaped, darker melon-apricot cttp. Limited supply. Bttlb srzel.
Dttq im.10" to 12". . . .(8218) 50/$ 23.00 100i$ 44.00 500/$ 201.75

Iwona: New I Prized for its fragrant, substantive 3%" -wide flowers, it has broad, well-overiapping,
swept-back white petals and a ribbed, funnel-shaped, orange-pink cup. It won the Anthos Export
Awardatthe20TTBreezatdlentetuinFlowerShow Limitedsupply. Bulbsize: 12ll4cm. 10"to 12".

......(s220) s0/$36.50 100/$ 69.75 s00l$,322.2s 1,000/$ 644.2s
Jetfire: An early-blooming naturalizer, it has a reflexed vivid yellow perianth and a strong orange

trumpet. s"to 10". . . .(8245)100/$34.50 500/$165.50 1,000/$316.75 5,000/$1,510.75
PrOtOtype: This acclaimed, 1993 Brian Duncan hybrid has a 3"*, reflexed pale green-lemon

perianthind a cylindrical rose-pink cup with a pale pinkish-yellow gloy at its base. Limited supply_.

..........-.(8409) 50/$ 30.7s 100/$ 58.7s s00/$ 270.s0
Rapture: This award-winning Grant Mitsch hybrid has a reflexed golden-yellow perianth and a

long cylindrical cup with a wavy rim. Early flowering. Bulb size 12174 3m.

r'oi.-e-roi., ,ni, ""nr-.i""-i, ;,r*ri1\1^13i%,'i;ii,",.-t-Ti:l?:.o,o."1'.'.o.YtJ1lir:
yellow perianth and a trumpet-sha
H2..4_8.6" to 7u. .(8538) 10(HZ: 4-8. 6u to 7u.

trumpet-shaped, dark yellow cup. It has
.(8s38) 100/$28.00 500/$134.00 l,c28.00 500/$134.00 1,000/$246.50 5,000/$1,125.75

cup. It has two to three flowers per stem
34.00 1.000/$246.50 5,000/$1,125.7i

Topolino: Classified as a Trumpet Daffodil, this minature, early flowering award-winner opens with a
criamy-yellow perianth that matures to white with a frille( cylindrical, bright yeliow cup. Dainty
Topolino (meaning little mouse in Italian) is sturdy, beautiful and deliciously fragrant. One of our clients
toldusthatthefragranceremindsherofchocolateandvanilla.Bulbsize: 10172cm.HZ:4-8.5"1o6".

.. . . ..(8s54) 100/S28.50 500/$137.00 1,000i$252.00 5,000/$1,150.75
Tweety Bird: A good replacement for retired N. Peeping Tom, Tweef Bird is a fragrant Karel van

der Veek hybrid with star-shaped swept back golden-yellow petals and a long-nosed cylindrical cup.
Named for the cartoon character (one of our family's favorites), award-winning Tweety Birdhas 2%"

flowers with gracefully flared and intricately notched cup rims. 10" to 12".
.....(8s62) s0/$ 29.00 100/$ ss.so 500/$ 2ss.50

Wisley: Named for the English garden on the R.H.S.'s 100th anniversary, this Karel van der Veek
award-winner has an unusually large flower for a Cyclamineus. Like its father, N. Peeping Tom, it
has a 1ong, funnel-shaped bright yellow cup with waq,, flared margins. Its windswept petals open
pale yellow and mature to glistening snow-white. Early flowering and longJasting. Limited supply
72'. ...(8591) 50i$ 32.50 100/$ 62.50 500/$ 286.50

Poeticus Narcissi
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50.

The Poet's Narcissi are delightful, fragrant charmers with large white perianths and flat,
contrasting centers. DNII bulb size: 14116 cm. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7 .

Royal Horticultural Society Division 9. Height: 14" to 16".

Actaea: Circa 1919, this award-winning naturalizer has a3'1r", more rounded white perianth and a

smali yellow cup edged in scarlet-red with a ye1low-green eye.

. . . . . .(8007) 50i$40.s0 100/$ 74.50 5001$342.25 1,000/$ 622.50
Pheasant's Eye: Poeticus var. recur\.us. This classic, beloved 1850 naturalizer has iarge, reflexed

:ll': *li':::: i:T:i l6,"fiii'06/s-i3 To"its'6'ffi86l!6 "'l,oro,sor, .,, s,000i$2,r72 00
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Jonquilla Narcissi 
MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 100, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Sweetly fragrant, naturalizing Jonquilla Narcissi bear from two to six small cupped 
flowers with slender foliage. DNII bulb size: 12/14 cm. Plant 6" deep and 6" apart. 
HZ: 5-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 7. Height: 6" to 24". 

Baby Moon:  A floriferous, pale canary-yellow miniature, it is just great for rock gardens! Late 
flowering. Bulb size: 8/10 cm. 7". 	(8034) 100/$18.25 500/$ 87.00 1,000/$160.25 

Beautiful Eyes:  This Brent Heath hybrid has a round ivory perianth with a golden-yellow halo 
around the base of its bowl-shaped orange-red cup. 12" to 16". 
	 (8042) 100/$38.75 500/$186.00 1,000/$342.25 

Bell Song: This Grant Mitsch charmer opens with a crisp, pale pink cup against pale buff-yellow petals 
that whiten as they mature. 14" to 16". 	. .  .(8043) 100/$40.75 500/$195.00 1,000/$359.00 

Blushing Lady:  New! This fragrant 2003 Brent Heath beauty bears up to three soft yellow flowers 
per stem with white halos around the bases of its flared, funnel-shaped cups. The wavy cup edges 
mature to warm, rich salmon-pink, particularly when planted in dappled sunlight. Bulb size: 14/16 
cm. Limited supply. 12" to 14". 	(8044) 50/$22.75 100/$ 43.50 	500/5200.25 

Derringer: This Brent Heath seedling has a lemon-yellow perianth with a golden-yellow base and a 
bowl-shaped melon-orange cup. Its beautifully formed perianth is accented with variable, feathered 
white edges. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 12". 	.  .(8098) 50/$25.00 100/$ 48.00 	500/$220.75 

Golden Echo:  This Brent Heath hybrid is glistening white with a sunny golden halo around the 
base of its long, stovepipe yellow cup. 14". (8174) 100/$36.00 500/$172.25 1,000/$315.50 

Hillstar: It yields 2W' lemon-yellow flowers with buff-ivory bases and short, funnel-shaped, ivory- 
white cups. 14" to 16". 	 (8197) 100/531.75 500/$152.25 1,000/$280.00 

Kedron:  Multi-flowering, this 1974 Willis Wheeler American hybrid has 2'A" pale amber- to apricot-
yellow flowers with deep orange cups. The warm vibrancy of the dark cups is reflected around the 
petal base. 12". 	 (8263) 100/$37.25 500/$178.75 1,000/5327.50 

Lemon Sailboat:  New! This Sailboat sport has 2V, reflexed lemon-yellow flowers with funnel-
shaped cups. Siblings Lemon Sailboat and Sailboat are perfectly matched in bloom time and height, 
and are wonderful planted together in a signature mixture or in companion drifts. Bulb size: 12/14 
cm. 10" to 12". 	 (8298) 100/$32.25 500/$154.25 1,000/$283.75 

Pipit: Most floriferous, this 1963 Grant Mitsch hybrid has 2%" luminous sulphur-yellow flowers 
with short funnel-shaped cups that mature to bright white against a white base. 14" to 16". 
	 (8403) 100/$39.00 500/$187.25 1,000/$343.25 

Pueblo: This sweet Grant Mitsch hybrid opens lemon-yellow and matures to ivory with a pale lemon- 

	

yellow cup. 12" to 14".   (8410) 100/$31.75 500/$151.50 1,000/$279.00 
Sailboat: This William Pannill award-winner has 2W' windswept ivory flowers with funnel-shaped 

yellow cups that mature to white. 10" to 12". (8451) 100/$35.75 500/$170.75 1,000/$311.75 
Silver Smiles: This Brent Heath hybrid opens with a perfect greenish-white perianth and a lemon-

yellow cup that matures to buff-champagne, and then to white. 14" to 16". 
	 (8471) 50/$21.75 100/$ 41.75 	500/$192.00 

Sun Disc: This Alec Gray award-winner has a 2" buttercup-yellow perianth that matures to ivory with 
a disk-shaped, deep buttercup-yellow cup. Perfection. Late blooming. Bulb size: 10/12 cm. 6" to 8". 
	 (8502) 100/$20.75 500/$ 99.75 1,000/$183.50 

Sweet Love:  This sunproof 2008 Brent Heath hybrid is ivory-white with a wavy, ivory-edged, 
butter-yellow cup that matures to ivory with a yellow throat. Limited supply. 14" to 16". 
	 (8513) 100/$28.25 500/$137.50 1,000/$253.00 

Sweet Smiles:  This Brent Heath hybrid has 2V flowers with pristine white petals surrounding a 
creamy-yellow trumpet that matures to pink with a frilled, deeper rose-pink cup edge. 12" to 16". 
	 (8520) 100/$44.50 500/$213.00 1,000/$392.00 

Yazz: This 1991 William G Pannill American hybrid has a pale yellow perianth that matures to ivory 
with a luxuriously frilled, variable apricot to pink to yellow cup accented by an apricot-pink to pink 
cup rim. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 12" to 14". 	(8592) 100/$40.75 500/$195.00 1,000/$359.00 

Do You Need To Precool Your Bulbs? 
If you live in horticultural zones 8 or warmer, you need to precool your bulbs for a 
minimum of ten to twelve weeks starting in mid-October at a consistent, dark 38°F to 
45°F before you plant them outside in the ground. When you receive your order, inspect 
the health and firmness of your bulbs: discard any that are soft. Do not precool your 
bulbs with apples or pears that emit harmful ethylene gas as they ripen. Before removing 
the bulbs from precooling, prepare the garden bed for planting so that they may be 
planted immediately, before they lose their cool. Prechilled bulbs do not thrive reliably 
when planted in exterior containers due to temperature spikes and poor root formation 
that may yield foliage but few, if any, flowers. If you need to precool your bulbs, check 
the precooling box on the order form for special early October shipment. 

Van Engelen Inc. Fax: (860) 567-5323 Website: www.vanengelen.com  
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sweetly fragrant, n.aturalizing Jonquilla Narcissi bear from two to six
flowers with slender foliage. DNII bulb size: 12/14 cm. plant 6" deep
HZ: 5-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 7. Height: 6,, to 24u .

small cupped
atd 6" apatt.

Batly Moon: A floriferous, pale canary-yellow miniature, it is just great for rock gardens! Late
flowering. Bulb size: 8/10 cm. 7". . . . . .(8034) l00i$18.25 

- 
506'/$ 87.00 r,"oool$ioo-.zi

Beautiful_Eyes,: This Rrent Heath hybrid has a round ivory perianth with a golden-yellow halo
around the base of its bowl-shaped orange-red cup. l2', to 16',.

. . .(8042) 100/$38.75 500/$186.00 t,o00t$.342.2s
Bell Song: This Grant Mitsch chamer opens with a crisp, pgle pink cup against pale buff-yeliow petals

that whiten as thev mature. 14" to 16". . . .(9043) 1007$40.75 jooTstss.oo r,o'oous: js.00

Blushing llAyi Newl This fragrant 2003 Brent Heath beauty bears up to rhree soft ye1low flowers
per stem with white halos around the bases ofits flared, funnel-shaped cups. The wavy cup edges
mature to warm, rich salmon-pink, particularly when planted in dappled sunlight. gulb size: 1+716
cm. Limited suppty. 72" to 14". .(9044) 50/$22.75 lool$ +:.50 500/$200.25

Derringer: This Brent Heath seedling has a lemon-yellow perianth with a golden-yellow base and a

bowl-shaped melon-orange cup. Its beautifully formed periinth is accenteJwith v;riable, feathered
white edges. Bulb size: 14116 cm. 72". . .(g0gg) 5bi$25.00 100/$ 4g.00 500l$220.75

Golden Echo: This Brent Heath hybrid is glistening white with a sunny golden halo around the
base of its long, stovepipe yellow cup. 14". (9174) 100/$36.00 500/$ijr2.25 1,000/$315.50

Hillstar: It yields 2Y," lemon-yellow flowers with-buff-ivory bases and short, funnel-shaped, ivory-
white cups. 14" to 16". . .(8197) 100/$31.75 500/$r5i.25 1,000/$ig0.d0

Kedron: Multi-flowering, this 1974 Willis WheelerAmerican hybrid h as 2%', paleamber- to apricot-
yeliow flowers with deep orange cups. The warm vibrancy of t-he dark cups is reflected around the
petal base. 12". .(9263) t00t$,37.25 500/$i7s.75 1,000/$327.50

Lemon Sailboat: Newl This Sailboat sport has 2%", reflexed, lemon-yellow flowers with funnel-
shaped cups. Siblings Lemon Sailboat and Sailboat are perfectly matchei in bloom time and height,
and are wonderful planted together in a signature mixture or in companion drifts. Bttlb size: lfl14
cm. 10" to 12". . . . . .(8298) 100t$32.25 5b0/$154.25 1,000/$283.75

Pipit: l'tost floriferous, this 1963 Grant Mitsch hybrid has 2%" luminous sulphur-ye1low flowers
with short funnel-shaped cups that matue to brighiwhite against a white base. 14" to 16".

. . .(8403) 100/$39.00 s00/$187.2s 1,000/$343.2s

Pueblo: This sweet Grant Mitsch hybrid opens lemon-yellow and matures to ivory with a pale lemon-

ve110wcup.72"tDt4'. . (8410) 100/$31.75 500/$151.5b 1,00b/$279.00

Sailboat: This William Pannill award-winner has 2%" windswept ivory flowers with funnel-shaped
yellowcupsthatmaturetowhite.l0"to 12". (S451) 100/$35.75 500/$170.75 1,000/$311.75

Silver Smiles: This Brent Heath hybrid opens with a perfect greenish-white perianth and a lemon-
yellow cup that matures to buff-champagne, aad then to white. 14" to 16".

. . .(8471) s0ts21.7s 100/$ 41.75 s00/$192.00
Sun Disc: This AIec Gray award-winner has a 2" buttercup-yellow perianth that matures to ivory with

a disk-shaped deep buttercup-yellow cup. Perfection. Late-blooming. Bulb size: 10112 cm.6" to 8".
...(8502) 100/$20.75 500i$ 99.75 1,000/$183.50

Sweet L.ove: This sunproof 2008 Brent Heath hybrid is ivory-white with a wavy, ivory-edged,
butter-yellow cup that matures to ivory with a yellow tfuoat. Limited supply. 14,, to 16,,.

s*."t s*ii"", i,,i, 
".",ir",*n 

*.;;:t'rl:]jj:1,*3:;;.,j1'Jli'; ;1"r1'$?:j:il,il:
creamy-ye1low trumpet that matures to pink with a frilled, deeperiose-pink.rp idg". 12" to 16.

. . .(8520) 100/$44.s0 s00/$213.00 1,000/$392.00
Yazz: TLns 1991 William G. Pannill American hybrid has a pale yellow perianth that matures to ivory

with a luxuriously frilled variable apricot to plnk to yellow cupaccented by an apricot-pink to pini<urr ulrvs 4prruur LU purr LU yrruw uup acuenreo Dy an aprlcot_pm& to pmk
cup rim. Butb size: 12t14 cm. t2" to 74". (s592) 100/$40.75 500/$f95.0d t,oools:sq.oo

Do You l{eed To Precool Your Bulbs?

the precooling box on the order form-for special 
"u.ty 

O"tot"r'rhip;;;

If you live in horticultural zones 8 or warmer, you need to precool your bulbs for a
minimum of ten to twelve weeks starting in mid-october at a consistent, dark 3goF to
45oF before ygq.plant them outside in the ground. when you receive yourorder, inspect
the health and firmness of your bulbs: diicard any that are soft. Do not precool your
bulbs withapples orpears that emit harmful ethylene gas as they ripen. Before ."*o"l"g
the bulbs from precooling, prepare the garden bed for planting so that they may bE
planted immediately, before they lose their cool. Prechill"a UutUI Ao not thrivi reliablv
when planted in exterior containers due to temperature spikes and poor root formation

!.hat 
may yieldfoliage 9ut r"*, if any, flowers. Iiyou need to p.""ool your bulbs, check
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Split-Cup Narcissi 
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 50, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Split-Cup or Split-Corona Narcissi fall into three groups: Papillon (Butterfly), Collar, 
or combination types that often have frilly, ruffled or whorled petal segments. Each type 
has split cups in multiple sections that are at least one-third the length of their petals. 
Plant varieties with  pink cups in filtered sunlight to protect their delicate coloration 
from direct sunlight. DNII bulb size: 14/16 cm. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 
4-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 11. Height: 16". 

Cassata: This 1963 Gerritsen Collar-type has a 4" greenish-white perianth overlaid with a well-
overlapping Collar-type corona that opens bright greenish-yellow and matures to almost pure white. 
A bit earlier flowering. 16" to 18". 	.(8060) 50/$ 29.00 	100/$ 55.50 	5001$ 254.75 

Congress: (11) A 1965 Gerritson Collar-type, Congress has brilliant, 4"-wide flowers. Its perianth is 
vivid greenish-yellow, only to be outshined by its slightly ruffled, deep orange cup that winks with a 
bit of yellow at its base. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. HZ: 4-8. 14" to 16". 
	 (8075) 50/$ 27.50 	100/$ 52.50 	500/$ 241.50 

Lemon Beauty:  This rapturous 4" Lefeber Papillon-type is bright ivory-white with a radiant, star- 
shaped lemon-yellow heart. 	(8296) 50/$ 30.00 	100/$ 57.50 	500/$ 263.75 

Love Call:  Another Gerritsen Collar-type, it has two milky-white perianth layers offset by ruffled, 
golden-orange cup segments. 	(8308) 50/$ 35.25 	100/$ 67.50 	500/$ 310.25 

Pink Wonder:  This Gerritisen Collar-type has two whorls of ivory petals overlaid with frilly split 
cups that blend from apricot-pink to golden-apricot with a greenish-yellow base, and mature to white 

	

with pale buff-pink edges. 16" to 18". (8402) 50/5 33.00 	100/$ 63.50 	500/$ 291.25 
Rainbow of Colors:  This sunproof, fragrant Gerritsen Collar-type has a 4" white perianth overlaid 

with a split, lobed kaleidoscope-of-a-corona that opens bright yellow-orange and matures to vivid 
orange-pink.  Limited supply. 	(8413) 50/$ 46.50 	100/$ 89.50 	500/$ 411.25 

Sorbet: This 4" W.F. Leenan Papillon-type has a gossamer-white perianth and a star-shaped cup in 
buttercup-yellow and ivory with scarlet-orange tips and a luminous green eye. Late flowering. 
Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 	(8486) 50/$ 23.25 	100/$ 44.50 	500/$ 204.25 

Vanilla Peach: Another Gerritsen Collar-type, Vanilla Peach has a sweetly scented, 4" perianth that 
opens white and matures to pale lemon-yellow with flouncy, triangulated layers of whirled apricot-
pink petaloid segments.  Limited supply. 14" to 16". 
	 (8572) 50/$ 44.75 	100/$ 85.75 	500/$ 393.50 

Species Miniature Narcissi 
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 100, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Dainty Species Miniatures represent classic Narcissi as they were originally found in 
the wild, hundreds of years ago. Our nursery-grown species are all good forcers except 
for N. bulbocodium Golden Bells. Bulb size: DNII. Plant 4" to 5" deep and 4" to 5" 
apart. HZ: 4-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 13. Height: 6" to 14". 

N. albus plenus odoratus: The Double Pheasant's Eye. This 1861 heirloom has a double snow-
white perianth, a frilled subtle yellow center with a red rim and a sinful fragrance. May flowering. 
Bulb size: 10/12 cm. 12" to 14". 	. . .(8011) 501$ 35.25 	100/$ 67.50 	500/5 310.50 

N. bulbocodium Golden Bells:  This improved hybrid is more floriferous, a deeper golden-
yellow and about an inch taller than the original Yellow Hoop Petticoat (no longer grown). To protect 
from temperature spikes, apply a 2" layer of mulch after the surface of the ground freezes. Bulb size:  7 
cm/up. 6" to 8". 	 (8052) 100/$ 26.50 	500/$127.25 1,000/$ 234.00 

N. bulbocodium White Petticoat:  New!  Registered by W. van Lierop & Zonen in January 
2017, it is the largest, pure white form of N. bulbocodium conspicuus, with hoop petticoat-shaped, 
glistening white flowers, a star-shaped white perianth of narrow petals and grass-like foliage. Bulb 

	

size: 6/8 cm. 6" to 8". (8053) 50/$24.00 100/$ 46.25 	500/$212.50 1,000/5 406.25 
N. canaliculatus:  Circa 1915, this multi-flowering, scented miniature has a slightly reflexed, white 

perianth and a golden-yellow cup. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. HZ: 6-10. 6". 
	 (8056) 100/$19.50 500/$ 93.50 1,000/$171.75 5,000/$ 858.50 

N. jonquilla var. henriquesii Twinkling Yellow:  Found growing in the wild in Portugal, 
this fragrant gem produces up to three star-shaped, outward-facing, golden-yellow flowers per stem. 
Limited supply. HZ: 5-9. Bulb size: 8 cm/up. 8" to 10". 
	 (8253) 100/$34.75 500/$167.00 1,000/$307.00 5,000/$1,534.75 

N. pseudo-narcissus ssp. obvallaris:  The early blooming Tenby Daffodil is golden-yellow 
with a large flared trumpet. The 17th century Wales coastline was blanketed with wild drifts of this 
upward-facing naturalizer. Bulb size: 10 cm/up. HZ: 4-8. 8". 
	 (8344) 100/$39.00 500/$187.50 1,000/$345.00 5,000/$1,575.00 

N. romieuxii Julia Jane:  New! Commercially grown since its 1966 introduction by J. C. 
Archibald, it has large, hoop petticoat-shaped, light greenish-yellow cups decorated by a star-shaped 
perianth of skinny, spreading petals and needle-thin foliage. Bulb size: 5 cm/up. HZ: 6-10. 6". 
	 (8425) 50/$ 21.00 	100/$ 40.50 	500/$ 185.25 
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Split-Cup Narcissi
APRIL FLOWERING. PACKEDAND PRICED PER 50, I]NLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Split-Cup or Split-Corona Narcissi fall into three groups: Papillon (Butterfly), Collar,
or combination types that often have frilly, ruffled or whorled petal segments. Each type
has split cups in multiple sections that are at least one-third the length of their petals.
Plant varieti es with pink cups in filtered sunlight to protect their delicate coloration
from direct sunlight. DNII bulb size:14/16 cm. Plant 6" to 8', deep and 6,, apart.HZ:
4-8. Royal Horticultural Society Division 11. Height: 16".

Cassata: This 1963 Gerritsen Collar-type has a 4" greenish-white perianth overlaid with a well-
overlapping Co1lar-type corona that opens bright greenish-yellow and matures to almost pure white.
A bit earlier flowering. 16" to 18". .(8060) 50/$ 29.00 100/$ 55.50 500/$ 254.7s

Congress: (11)A 1965 Gerritsoa Collar-type, Congress has brilliant,4"-wide flowers. Its perianth is
vivid greenish-yellow, only to be outshined by its slightly ruffIed deep orange cup that winks with a

bit of yellow at its base. Bulb size: 14/16 cm.HZ: 4-8. l4', to 16',.

. . . ..(807s) sD/s 27.s0 100/$ s2.s0 s00/$ 241.s0
Lemon Beauty: This rapturous 4" Lefeber Papillon-type is bright ivory-white with a radiant, star-
shapedlemon-yellowheart. .(8296) 50/$ 30.00 100/$ 57.50 500/$ 263.7s

Love CaIl: Another Gerritsen Collar-type, it has two milky-white perianth layers o{fset by ruffled
golden-orangecupsegments. .....(8308) 50/$ 35.25 100/$ 67.50 500/$ 310.25

Pink Wonder: This Gerritisen Collar-type has two whorls of ivory petals overlaid with fritly split
cups that blend from apricot-pink to golden-apricot with a greenish-yellow base, and mature to white
with pale buff-pink edges. 16" to 18". (8402) 50/$ 33.00 100/$ 63.50 5a0l$ 291.25

Rainbow of Colors: This sunproof fragrant Gerritsen Collar-type has a 4" white perianth overlaid
with a split, lobed kaleidoscope-of-a-corona that opens bright yellow-orange and matures to vivid
orange-pink. Limitedsuppty. . . . . . .(8413) 50/$ 46.50 100/$ 89.50 500/$ 411.25

Sorbet: This 4" W.F. Leenan Papillon-type has a gossamer-white perianth and a star-shaped cup in
buttercup-yellow and ivory with scarlet-orange tips and a luminous green eye. Late flowering.
Bulb size: 12t14 cm. . . . . .(8486) 501$ 23.25 100/$ 44.50 500/$ 204.25

Vanilla Peach: Another Gerritsen Collar-type, Vanilla Peach has a sweetly scented 4" perianth that
opens white and matmes to pale lemon-yellow with flouncy, triangulated layers of whirled apricot-

::TT3::1'"*:* :':::::::? t{i:iii"a/$ 447s 100/$ ss 75 s00/$ 3e3 s0

Species Miniature Narcissi
APRIL FLOVTERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 1OO, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Dainty Species Miniatures represent classic Narcissi as they were originally found in
the wil4 hundreds ofyears ago. Our nursery-grown species are all good forcers except
for N. bulbocodium Golden Bells. Bulb size: DNII. Plant 4" to 5" deep and 4" to 5"
apart.HZ:4-9. Royal Horticultural Society Division 13. Height: 6, to 14".

N. albus plenus odoratus: The Double Pheasant's Eye.This 1861 heirloom has a double snow-
white perianth, a frilled subtle yellow center with a red rim and a sinful fragrance. May flowering.
Bulbsize: t0ll2cm.12"to14". ...(8011) 50/$ 35.25 100/$ 67.50 500/$ 310.50

N. bulbocodium Golden Bells: This improved hybrid is more floriferous, a deeper golden-
yellow and about an inch taller than the original Yellow Hoop Petticoat (no longer grown). To protect
from temperature spikes, apply a 2" layer ofmulch after the surface ofthe ground freezes. Bulb size: 7
cm,/up. 6' to 8". . . .(8052) 100/$ 26.50 5001$127 .25 1,000/$ 234.00

N. bulbocodium White Petticoat: Newl Registered by W. van Lierop & Zonenin January
2017, it is the largest, pure white form of N. bulbocodium conspicuus, with hoop petticoat-shaped,
glistening white flowers, a star-shaped white perianth of narrow petals and grass-like foliage. Bulb
size:618 cm. 6" to 8". (8053) 50/$24.00 l00l$ 46.25 500/$212.50 1,000/$ 406.25

N. canaliculatus: Circa 1915, this multi-flowering, scented miniature has a slightly reflexed, white
perianth and a golden-yellow cup. Bulb size: 12114 cm.HZ:6-10.6,,.

.(8056) 100/$19.s0 500/$ 93.s0 1,000i$171.75 s,000/$ 858.s0
N. jonquilla var. henriquesii Twinkling Yellow: Found growing in the wild in portugal,

this fragrant gem produces up to three star-shaped, outward-facing, golden-yellow flowers per stem.
Limited supply.HZ:5-9. Bulb size: 8 cmlup. 8, to 10,.

.(8253) t00t$.34.75 500/$167.00 1,000/$307.00 5,000/$1,534.7s
N. pseudo-narcissus ssp. obvallaris: The early bloomin g Tenby Daffodil is golden-yellow

with a large flared trumpet. The 17th century Wales coastline was blanketed with wild drifts of this
upward-facing naturalizer. Bulb size: 10 cm/up. HZ: 4-8.8',.

. . . . . .(8344) 100/$39.00 500/$187.50 1,000/$345.00 5,000/$1,575.00
N. romieuxii Julia Jane: Newl Commercially grown since its 1966 introduction by J. C.

Archibald it has large, hoop petticoat-shaped, light greenish-yellow cups decorated by a star-ihaped

::i,li'l ":::l*: *:1':::::'l:i:i&-,r'it,t'?t:oB'o 
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Naturalizing Narcissus Mixtures 
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 100, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
Our prized Naturalizing Narcissus mixtures have been gracing estates, conservatory 
woodlands and fields, and renown public gardens for over 100 years. Comprised of top-
size DNII name varieties, our mixtures are created carefully for the best, most dazzling 
of spring performances for lifetimes of enjoyment. Vast Narcissus plantings are indeed 
the art and soul of spring. A tremendous value, these mixes offer unparalleled variety 
and quality. DNII bulb size varies by variety. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart; the 
Miniature and Cyclamineus Mixtures may be planted a little closer together. HZ: 3-7. 

The Narcissus Grand Mixture:  We have selected dozens of the best naturalizing Narcissi available 
from among the Trumpet Daffodil, Large Cupped, Small Cupped, Double, Jonquilla, Triandrus, Poeticus, 
Split-Cup and Cyclamineus classes. It will stage a magnificent show for four to six weeks each spring. 16" 
to 20" 	(8752) 100/551.75 500/5247.25 1,000/$472.00 5,000/$2,247.00 

The Narcissus Southland Grand Mixture:  Composed for the warmer zones 8-10, this 
blend includes Trumpet Daffodil Dutch Master; Large Cupped Narcissi Fortissimo, Fortune, Ice 
Follies and Pink Charm; Double Narcissi Cheerfulness and Yellow Cheerfulness; Split-Cup Narcissus 
Orangery; Tazetta Narcissi Avalanche and Geranium; Jonquilla Narcissus Hillstar; and Poeticus 
Narcissus Actaea. Good for cooler climates as well, it thrives into HZ 5. HZ: 5-10. 16" to 20". 
	 (8718) 100/$49.50 500/5236.50 1,000/$451.50 5,000/$2,150.00 

Mr. Kees Breed's Small Cupped Narcissus Mixture:  New!  Mr. Breed was the loving 
curator of the world's largest living museum of flower bulbs-over 5,000 varieties. Sadly, Mr. Breed, a 
quiet, hard-working man with a blue-eyed twinkle, passed away in April. In his memory, his son, Eric 
Breed, created this blend of his father's favorite Small Cups. They range from primitive hybrids of N. 
poeticus and N. peudonarcissus, to some that are really new. Most have flat flowers with distinctly colored 
cup edges. As Eric says, "they're all charming and graceful-the upper-class ladies of the Daffodil 
world." 14" to 16". 	(8778) 50/$51.75 100/$ 98.75 	500/$469.75 1,000/$ 892.50 

The Ravishing All-Pink Narcissus Mixture:  It includes Large Cupped Narcissi Accent, 
Passionale, Pink Charm, Precocious, Salome, Sophie Girl and Spring Pride; Double Narcissus 
Delnashaugh and Jonquilla Narcissus Bell Song. Each has ivory to white petals and apricot, pink or 
rose cups, or cup edges. Best planted in filtered sunlight for true color development, these beauties 
develop their appealing pink tones as they mature. 16" to 20". 
	 (8707) 100/$51.00 500/$243.75 1,000/5465.00 5,000/52,214.00 

The Heavenly All-White Narcissus Mixture:  This blend includes Trumpet Daffodil Mount 
Hood, Large Cupped Narcissus Stainless, Double Narcissi Cheerfulness and White Medal, Triandrus 
Narcissus Thalia, Small Cupped Narcissus Princess Zaide and Jonquilla Narcissus Pueblo. Some 
cups open yellow and pale to ivory as they mature. 16" to 20". 
	 (8729) 100/557.50 500/$275.00 1,000/$525.00 5,000/$2,500.00 

The Sunny All-Yellow Narcissus Mixture:  Our essence-of-spring mixture includes Trumpet 
Daffodils Arkle, Dutch Master, Marieke and Rijnveld's Early Sensation; Large Cupped Narcissi Avalon 
and Camelot; Jonquilla Narcissus Trevithian; and Double Narcissus Yellow Cheerfulness. 14" to 20". 
	 (8730) 100/550.50 500/$241.00 1,000/5460.00 5,000/$2,190.00 

The Butterfly Narcissus Mixture: Our special mixture includes Narcissi Blazing Starlet, 
Cassata, Orangery, Parisienne, Smiling Twins and Vanilla Peach. April. HZ: 4-8. 16". 
	 (8741) 50/$29.50 100/$ 56.25 	500/$268.25 1,000/$ 511.00 

The Cyclamineus Narcissus Mixture:  Our delightful, swooping floral flock includes 
Cyclamineus Narcissi Cha Cha, February Gold, Jetfire, Prototype, Rapture, Tete-a-Tete, Tweety Bird 
and Wisley-the best of the best. April. HZ: 3-8. 8" to 14". 
	 (8742) 100/$49.75 500/$237.75 1,000/$453.75 5,000/$2,160.00 

The Double Narcissus Mixture:  Our fluffy, fragrant mixture includes Double Narcissi Bridal 
Crown, Cheerfulness, Delnashaugh, Dick Wilden, Flower Parade, Tahiti and Yellow Cheerfulness. 
HZ: 3-8. 14" to 16". . .(8744) 50/$23.75 100/$ 45.25 	500/$215.75 1,000/$ 411.00 

The Fragrant Narcissus Mixture:  Our swoonably fragrant blend includes Double Narcissi 
Bridal Crown, Cheerfulness and Yellow Cheerfulness; Tazetta Narcissi Geranium and Golden Dawn; 
Triandrus Narcissus Thalia; Poeticus Narcissus Pheasant's Eye; Jonquilla Narcissi Pipit, Pueblo and 
Sweet Love; and Split-Cup Narcissus Tripartite. HZ: 5-9. 14" to 20". 
	 (8745) 100/$38.75 500/$185.00 1,000/5353.00 5,000/$1,680.00 

The Long Trumpet Narcissus Mixture: Our heralding spring blend includes Trumpet 
Daffodils Dutch Master, Goblet, Mount Hood and Rijnveld's Early Sensation; and Large Cupped 
Narcissi Love Day, Pink Charm and Salome. 18" to 20". 
	 (8763) 100/$48.00 500/$229.00 1,000/$437.00 5,000/$2,080.00 

The Miniature Narcissus Mixture:  Our rock garden blend includes Miniature Trumpet 
Daffodil Topolino, Jonquilla Narcissus Baby Moon, Tazetta Narcissus Minnow, Triandrus Narcissus 
Hawera, Cyclamineus Narcissi Jetfire and Tete-a-Tete, and Species Miniature N. canaliculatus.April. 
HZ: 4-8. 6" to 11". 	(8774) 100/$25.75 500/$122.25 1,000/$233.50 5,000/$1,111.00 

The Sparkling Spring Narcissus Mixture:  Our sparkling mix includes Trumpet Daffodils 
Marieke and Mount Hood; and Large Cupped Narcissi Delibes, Flower Record, Fortune, Ice Follies, 
Pink Charm and Spring Pride. 18" to 20". 
	 (8760) 100/$49.25 500/$234.75 1,000/$448.25 5,000/$2,134.00 

Natural izing Narcissus Mixtures
APRIL/MAY FLOWERING. PACKED AND PRICED PER 1OO, LINLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Our prized Naturalizing Narcissus mixtures have been gracing estates, conservatory
woodlands and fields, and renown public gardens for over 100 years. Comprised of top-
size DNII name varieties, our mixtures are created carefully for the best, most dazzling
of spring performances for lifetimes of enjoyment. Vast Narcissus plantings are indeed
the art and soul of spring. A tremendous value, these mixes offer unparalleled variety
and quality. DNiI bulb size varies by variety. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart; the
Miniature and Cyclamineus Mixtures may be planted a little closer together. HZ: 3-7.

The Narcissus Grand Mixture: We have selected dozens of the best naturalizing Narcissi available
from among the Trumpet Daffodil, Large Cupped Small Cupped Double, Jonquilla, Triandrus, Poeticus,
Split-Cup and Cyclamineus classes. It will stage a magnificent show for four to six weeks each spring. 161'

to20". ......(8752)100/$51.75 5001$,247.25 1,000/$472.00 5,0001$,2,241.00
The Narcissus Southland Grand Mixture: Composed for the warmer zones 8-10, this

blend includes Trumpet Daffodil Dutch Master; Large Cupped Narcissi Fortissimo, Fortune, Ice
Follies and Pink Charm; Double Narcissi Cheerfulness andYellow Cheerfulness; Split-Cup Narcissus
Orangery; Tazetta Narcissi Avalanche and Geranium; Jonquilla Narcissus Hillstar; and Poeticus
Narcissus Actaea. Good for cooler climates as well, it thrives rnto HZ 5.HZ: 5-10. 16" to 20".

.(8718) 100/$49.50 500/$236.50 1,000/5'151.50 5,000/$2,150.00
Mr. Kees Breed's Small Cupped Narcissus Mixture: Arex,/ Mr. Breed was the loving

curator of the world's largest livingmuseun-r of flower bulbs-over 5"000 r,arieties. Sadly, Mr. Breed a

quiet, hard-working man with a blue-eyed twinkle, passed away in April. ln his memorl', his sor.r. Eric
Breed created this blenrl of his iather's favorite Smali Cups. They range from primitive hybrids of N.
poeticus and N. peudonarcissus, to some that are realiy nelv Most have flat florvers with distinctly colored
iup edges. As Eric says, "tirey're all charming and graceful-the upper-cia-ss_ladies of the Daffodil
world.,t14"to 16". ..(8778) 50/$51.75 100i$ 98.75 500/$469.75 1,000/$ 892.50

The Ravishing All-Pink Narcissus Mixture: It includes Large Cupped Narcissi Accent,
Passionale, Pink Charrn, Precocious, Salome, Sophie Giri and Spring Pride; Double Narcisstts
Delpashaugh ar.rd Jonquilla Narcissus Bell Song. Each has ivory tr.-r vn&ite petals and apricot, pink or
rose cups, or cup edges. Best planted in filteled sunlight lbr true colol de.u'eloprrent. these beauties
develop their appealing pink tones as they mature. 16" to 20".

.....(8707) 100/$51.00 s00/$243.75 1,000/$465.00 5,000/$2,214.00
The Heavenly All-White Narcissus Mixture: This blend includes Tlumpet Daffodil Mount

Hood. Large Clpped Narcissus Stainless, Double Narcissi Cheeri,rlness and White Medal, Triandrus
Narcissus Thahq Smal1 Cupped NarcissrLs Princess Zaide and Jonquilla Narcissus Pueblo. Some
cups open yellou, and pale to ivory as they mature. i6" to 20".

. . . . .(8729) iOO/$SZ.SO 500/$275.00 i.000/$52s.00 s,000/$2,s00.00
The Sunny All-Yellow Narcissus Mixture: Our essence-of-spring mixftrre includes Trumpet

Daffodils Arkle, Dutch Master, Marieke and Rijnveld's Early Sensation; Large CLrpped Narcissi Avalolt
and Camelot; Jonquilla Narcissus Trevithian; and Double Narcissus Yellorv Cheerfulness. 14" to 20".

. . . ..(8730) 100/$s0.50 s00/$241.00 1,000/$460.00 s,000/$2,190.00
The Butterfly Narcissus Mixture: Our special mixture includes Narcissi Blazing Starlet.

Cassata, Orangery, Parisienne, Smiling Twins ancl Vanilla Peach. Apri1. H1 a-8. 16".

" . . . .(8741) s0/$29.s0 100/$ s6.2s 500/s268.2s 1,000/$ s 1 1.00

The Cvclamineus Narcissus Mixture: Our delightful, swooping floral flock includes
Cyclamineus Narcissi Cha Cha. February Gold Jetlire, Prototype, Rapture, TOte-6-TOte, Tueety Bird
and Wisley-the best of the best. Aprii. HZ:3-8.8" to 12i".

. . . . . .(s142) 100/$49.75 5001$231.15 1,000i$453.75 5,000/$2,160.00
The Double Narcissus Mixture: Our fluffy, fragrant mixture includes Double Narcissi Bridal

Crown. Cheerfulness, Delnashaugh. Dick Wilden. Plower Parade, Tahitl and Yellow Cheerfulness.
HZ:3-8.14" to 16". . .(8144) 

-50/$23.75 
100/$ 45.25 500/$215'75 1,000iS '111'00

The Fragrant Narcissus Mixture: Our swoonably fiagrant blend includes Double Narcissi
Bridal Crown, Cheerfulness andYellow Cheerfulness; Tazetta Narcissi Geranium and Golden Dawn;
Triandrus Narcissus Thalial Poeticus Narcissus Pheasant's Eye; Joncluilla Narcissi Pipit, Pueblo and
Srveet Love; and Split-Cup Narcissus Tripartite. HZ'.5-9. 14" to 20"'

....1S:+S; 100/$38.75 500/$18s.00 1,000/s3s3.00 s,000/$1,680.00
The Long Trumpet Narcissus Mixture: Our heralding spring blend includes Trumpet

Daffodilsbutch Master. Goblet, Mount Hood and Rijnveld's Eariy Sensation: and Large Cupped
Narcissi Love Day, Pink Charn.r and Salorne. 18" to 20".

. . . . . .(8763) 100/$48.00 500/$229.00 1,000/$437.00 5,000/$2,080.00
The Miniature Narcissus Mixtur€! Our rock garden blend includes lvliniature Trumpet

Dafibdil Topolino, Jonquilla Narcissus Baby Moon, Tazelta Narcissus Minnow, Triandrus Narcissus
Hawera, Cyclamineus Narcissi Jetfire and Tete-6-TCte, and Species Miniature N. canaliculatus.April.
HZ:4-8.6"to 11". ..(8714) 100i$25.75 500/$122.25 1,000/$233.50 5,000/$1.11i.00

The Sparkling Spring Narcissus Mixture: our sparkling mix includes Trumpet Daffodils
Marieke and Mount Hood; and Large Cupped Narcissi Delibes, Flower Record Fortune, Ice Follies,

:lli:Tl-::i *:ll: i'i1';Ji'iffior r, s00/g234 7s 1.000/$448 2s s,000/$2,134 0030
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